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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TBI8 WEEK.

ANNOUNCEMENT
In
the

announcing

federal

its

membership

Lost—Robe.
Strand Theatre.
Notice—John G Davis.
Moore’s Drug Store.
J A McGown—Shoes.
Sinclair’s Orchestra.
David Friend—Fur Coats.
Boot Shop—8hees.
Century
Sheriff's sale—Charles M Wilson.
Bangor, Mr:
New York Syndicate.
Bucksport, Me:
Bucksport Loan and Building AssociationStatement.
Rockland, Me.:

in

reserve system

fin effect Nov. 16)

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
OF
ELLSWORTH

that it is now, more than
can give
ever, in an
advantageous position to render an unexcelled service, combining
••Safety First” with efficiency in every department—Check, Savand Safe Deposit.
further

assurance

Wanted—Agent.
Portland, Mb.:

ings

Twitchell-Champlain

Lynn, Mass.:
Wanted—Lady Agents.

Write (or the Booklet, “A Brief Explanation." It tells how in an easy-tounderstand, readable way. Yours for the asking.

CONDEN8ED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
7.18,11.46 a. m., 4.14, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.06 a.
m., 6,36. 10.52 p. m.

Look for the "riember” sign

In

Begin to Save Money Now.
To

begin

to save is

fully as important as the
frequency of your deposits
Begin to save NOW, with this bank's help, and
you’ll be surprised to see how quickly your deposits
will total up—plus the interest earnings which we
will add regularly. Call or write.

MAIL CLOSES AT

Goino|Wbst—10.30
Going||East—6.46 a

m;

and 9

5

3.45 p

pm.

ra.

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER
Week

For

IN

Ending

ELLSWORTH.

Midnight Tuesday,

at

Dec. 1, 1914.
observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

[From

ending

midnight.]

at

Weather
condition*

Temperature
4am

12

Precip-

itatiou

forenoon afternoon

m

Wed
83
40—
cloudy cl’dy.fair
Thurs 81—
45—
fair
fair
33—
48— cloudy,fair
Fri
fair
Sat
24—
30—
clear
clear
Sun
40—
17—
clear
c.’ear
33—
Mon
48—
fair
fair
39—
Tue8
44—
cloudy fair, fog
Total precipitation f->r Nov., 3.25 in.
Average temperature for Nov. 33.35°
Average temperature for Nov., 1913, 41.1°
ai.lon p. royal, observer.
—

in Vaudeville

Night

A

Hall, Thursday Evening, December 10, 1914

Hancock

nnder management of Sinclair’s Orchestra
Mi**
Mr.

Alien. Indian and Cow Girl
novelties.
Jainra Marry**, 'Cellist.
Nln

Mr.

Hiirol.l

•*.

Itlgglu*,

Cartoonist.

I

Lightning

ilnmor, the man who will
make you laugh and cry.

Mr

II*rf

Ida

Mr*

L

j

.HI** I*-belie Palvy. in her original
Spanish dances.

v

Mis*

j
/

J.

Mina

Brook*

an«l

Karl

Falvy, in comedy sketch entitled
A Slight Mishap.

«Mnrlalr, Violinist.

\

Nokomis

j

for

a

Rebekah lodge is
given soon.

W. A. Alexander

Orchestra

by

Sinclair's

Orchestra, of Ten

REFRESHMENTS Served

by R.

Pieces.

Ti

H. Smith

ing their son Howard and daughter Alice
Massachusetts.

rale at Moore’* drug-store Monday, December 7.

»>» on

Austin spent Thanks-

giving in Bangor, with her sister, Mrs. W.
J. Logan.
Mrs. James E. Lynch has gone to Old
Town for the winter, Mr. Lynch being
employed there.
C'apt. John Q. Adams and wife are visit-

A in ission. 25c. Reserv ed Seats, 35c. Dance Tickets, 50c
1

purchased the
Patten pond.

Miss Delia Hopkins, who has spent the
past four months in Boston, is at home.
Mrs. John F. Bradbury, of Salem, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. John B. Dean.
Mrs. Arthur W.

•Music

arranging

has

camp at lower

in

meeting of Irene chapter,
E. S., for the election officers, will be
held Friday evening.
The annual

The

Object of this

Advertisement
ii to inf ,ruj a
very reader of The American, who lias need of any kind of inturance that ail our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
Bents with the lowest

c.

w.

possible

I_MASON,

ELLSWORTH.

Lad it s’, MitweV, Children’s.

ODD FELL >W8 BLOCK

Shoes and ji

Rubbers
for

Wednesdays and Saturdays 2
Admission, 10c. Children, 5c.

for

Rubbers.

Sixth in Series of
fie Girl of

boys and girls.
for

Don't buy

O OATS
looking

at the

Sold by DAVID

Program for Friday and Saturday
Hermit
Sultan’s Gardeu
A Narrow Squeak
AMATEUR NIGHT, FRIDAY
The Mad

Mary

Pickford In the

Next Monday and Tuesday, Second In
Series of the Great Serial

FRIEND
Repairing Done.

**

&4ways

«8

_

represented. See
in this issue.

out

our

by

ad

General Contractor

Reinforced

Concrete and Masonry.

Boiler Setting and Fireplaces
Specialty.

•n»

*nd

Estimates

a

wreiMSt

give their
on

Mon-

schooner Henrietta A. Whitney,
discharging coal for C. W. Grindal,
has hauled up in Surry bay.

after

Dr. Harry C. Mason end family, of Old
Town, spent Thanksgiving with his parents, C. W. Mason and w ife.
Abie L. Friend is at home from Penna

visit of

a

few weeks

David Friend and

with

wife.

The woman’s relief corps of Win. H. H.
post, U. A. R., will serve supper at

Rice

Grand Army hall to-morrow evening.
Mrs. D. Shirley Norris, of Bar Harbor,
spent Thanksgiving night and Friday
with her parents, G. F. Newman and wife.

James I. Frazier and wife, of Springvale, who have been visiting relatives in
Ellsworth and vicinity, returned Monday.
Congressman John A. Peters will leave
Saturday for Washington, to be present at
the reassembling of Congress next Monday.
Paul

and Keith Killam, Frank Ander-

Walter

son,
were

Joy

at home from

and

Fernald

Higgins

score was

Arrangements are being completed by
the ladies of the Baptist aid society for
their annnal sale to be given next Tuesday
and Wednesday in the vestry. There will
be

program, largely music,

a

Webster

classical insti-

each

even-

ing.
Arthur I. Studor, wife and little son,
spent the summer here, have reMr. Studor’s
turned to New York.
mother, Mrs. H. L. D. Woodruff, with son
Luman, accompanied them for a short
visit in New York.
who have

program of choice selec-

Union Trust

Supplies
Estey Building,

IRA~B.

Ellsworth.
37-11.

HAGAN, Jr.

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
‘Corruptwl<net Solicited.
FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

ELLSWORYh

mail.

We cannot send these fish
You must call for them.

by

up-to-the-Minute Sanitary Soda Fountain just
installed.

Moore’s Rexall
Store.

Drug

Corner opp. Postoffice, Ellsworth.

of

Company

always

save a

portion

Hancock

of his income.”

County Savings Bank,
Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873.

ness on the road.
At present his brother,
John E. Sawyer, is in charge at the store.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

W. M. Higgins is building

was

received

in

next

—

The work will include

a new copper roof
and caps for the windows in the third
story, and along the gutters, the removal of

the

fancy balcony on the roof at the foot
flag staff, the repair of windows,

of tbj

painting

and the

of the entire

Former Chief-Justice L. A.

personal

letter,

writing

building.
Emery, in

of the

a

Yale-Har-

“The spectacle
Seventy-one thousand

vard football game, says:

magnificent.
people—more, by thousands, thau ever before in the world’s history—were assemwas

in

one
enclosure.
The renowned
Colosseum could hold no more

forty

thousand.”

corps; 15 cents.

to work in the w’oods.

day

Ernest Lyman spent Thanksgiving with
his parents, David J. Lyman and wife.
F. B. Mixter, of Bangor, was here for
the guest of C. J. Treworgy

Thanksgiving,
and family.
Miss

Gertrude M. Flood is visiting her
Fred E. Grace and w’ife, at

grandparents,
Green Lake

hatchery.
Walter Lake and Miss Bertha Sterling

Springvale Monday,

returned to
week

a

mission, 26 cents; reserved seats, 35 cents;
dance tickets, 50 cents. Tickets on sale at
Moore’s drug store Monday, Dec. 7.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 28, at Hancock hall—Wayback ball.
»

---

Miss Mary Stock bridge
will open her
annual Christmas sale, Saturday, December 5
—room in the Peters block—Advt.

with Mr. Lake's parents.

Mrs.
were

after

Thursday evening, Dec. 10, at Hancock
hall—“A Night in Vaudeville,” by Sinclair’s orchestra, followed by ball. Ad-

W.

B.

Cram and

home from

Bangor

Leon

for

G. Flood

Sbtwrttseawm

Thanksgiving.
T. Flood, re-

son

is still

confined to his

injuries

are

for

A new,

application

a
piazza on
Following is the musical program for his house.
Sunday morning at the CongregaH. F. Maddocks and wife were in Bar
“Marche
tional
church:
Prelude,
Harbor last week.
“If
Ye
anthem,
Lemaigre;
Solennelle,”
Eugene Smith is visiting his grandLove Me, Keep My Commandments,”
Nevin; offertory, “Berceuse,” Delbruck; parents at Indian River.
Mrs. Louise
Moore is visiting her
postlude, “Marche Komaine,” Gounod.
Misses Mae brother, M. K. Haslam, at Waltham.
The choir is composed of
At the Strand moving-picture theatre
and Hazel Giles,
Fred Moore and Al. Manning, of Bar
last Monday and Tuesday the opening Bonsey, Margaret King
Mrs. J. A. Cunningham and
Harbor, spent Sunday at H. F. Maddocks’.
series of the great serial drama, “Trey o’ sopranos;
Carrie Russell, altos; O. W. Tapley,
Miss
Miss Geneva Smith, of Portland, reHearts,” was presented. This picture
J. A. Cunningham, bass; Miss Ida
cently visited her sister-in-law, Mrs.
play will be on the bill at the Strand for tenor;
Brown, organist.
each Monday and Tuesday evening.
Inez Smith.
James M. McNulty, 2d, of Bangor, and
Mrs. Freeman Cousins, of Kennebunk is
Bradford H. Lord, of Hermon, and Miss
Reta F. Furness, of Kenduskeag, were Miss Mildred A. Coffin, of Northeast spending a week with her mother, Mrs.
married at the Baptist parsonage in Ells- Harbor, were married at St. Joseph’s
Hannah Maddocks.
w'orth, on Thanksgiving day, by Rev. P. Catholic church in Ellsworth last SaturChelsea Piper, of Eastbrook, recently
A nuptial
A. A. Killam. They left for a short wed- day, by Rev. P. F. Flanagan.
several days here with his daughter,
Members spent
mass followed the ceremony.
ding trip. They will reside in Hermon.
Mrs. Arthur Nason.
bride and groom
The annual meeting of Green Mountain of the families of the
Chester A. Maddocks, principal of the
Miss Laura Tracy, of
Pomona grange will be held in Ellsworth were present.
and Felix L. Ryan, of high school at South Braintree, Mass.,
The Ellsw’orth Merchants’ Northeast Harbor,
to-morrow.
attended the couple as maid-of- spent the Thanksgiving recess here with
association will serve a dinner to the Bangor,
Miss Ruth Maddocks, who
honor and best man. Mr. and Mrs. Mc- his wife.
at
Odd
Fellows
hall.
Ellsworth
grangers
will reside in Bangor, w’here the teaches at Hancock, was home for the day.
Nulty
a
cordial
will give the grangers
welcome.
groom is engaged in the lumber business.
The masquerade ball of Senator Hale
WEST ELLSWORTH.
The union Thanksgiving service at the
hose company at Hancock hall last WedRoland Davis is very ill.
nesday evening, brought out a large at- Unitarian church last Thursday evening
Rev. J. W. Tickle,
The was well attended.
School begins next Monday with the
tendance, with many in masque.
prize for the prettiest costume was pastor of the church, conducted the ser- same teacher—Iva Treworgy, of Surry.
awarded to Miss Helen Nealley, and that vice, assisted by Revs. P. A. A. Killam,
William Carlisle, who has been workMr.
R. B. Mathews and T. 8. Ross.
for the funniest costume to Earl Falvy.
ing in Bluehill, is home.
an eloquent sermon,
delivered
Mathews
“The Difference Jesus Christ is MakAngie Hardison, of Sullivan, called on
cause for
thanksgiving even in
ing: (1). In Regard to Child Life,” is to finding
her sister, Mrs. H. P. Carter, last week.
in the
in
war
the
Europe
frightful
be the topic of the sermon at the UniAlvin Grindle, of North Sedgwick, was
afforded of a quickening of
tarian church next Sunday morning.
Mr. glimpses it
it all. the Saturday night guest of H. P. Carter.
his first talk on the spirit of humanity underlying
Tickle will deliver
Millard Carter and wife, of Ellsworth
Mieterlinck’s fairy play, “The Blue Bird,” He mentioned also as one of the causes
out of the Falls, visited his father, John H. Carter,
to the adult bible class immediately after for thanksgiving growing
last week.
war the enforcement of nation-wide prothe service. Questions and discussion are
hibition in Russia and the efforts to conCato
Alvah Giles,
Jessie Dinsmore,
invited.
trol the manufacture and sale of absinthe Meader and M.
Libby were guests of
The young people’s Unitarian club will
Music was furnished by a
in France.
friends and relatives here last week.
meet at the home of Miss Erva Giles next
mixed choir, a feature of the musical proMonday evening at 7.30. The literary
a
solo
Miss
gram being
by
Opal Harrison,
COMING EVENTS,
topic will be “(I) England, Its Govern- of New’ York, who was the guest here for
ment.
(II) England’s Position in the a few
of
Miss
Erva
Giles.
ELLSWORTH*
days
Present War,” to be introduced by Rev.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 2, at UniJ. W. Tickle and Miss Sophia Walker.
tarian vestry—Supper.
KLLSWOKTH FALLS.
Light refreshments and the .social hour
Thursday evening, Dec. 3, at Society
will follow.
Miss Helen M. Flood is visiting in Ban- hall-Dancing echool and extra.
Austin M. Foster has the contract for
Thursday evening, Dec. 3, at Grand
gor.
extensive repair work on the postotflce
hall
Supper by woman’s relief
Clifford J. Patten went to Surry Mon- Army
building, the work to commence at ouce.

than

25c.

and in the

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in business he must be economical.
No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should

the Victrola.

on

Homan

Free! Free!

a

Ellsworth last
w-eek of the death at Boston on November
Older
26 of Miss Marie Louise Tincker.
residents of Ellsworth will remember her
as the daughter of the late Hon. Richard
Tincker, formerly of this city.

bled

SUffinttaemeno.

strength

42-11.

first basket-ball game of the season
in Ellsworth will be played next Friday
evening at Hancock hall, between the
high school teams of Ellsworth and Southwest Harbor. A dance will follow.

Albert

Telephone

c-E. Norris, Ellsworth, Maine,

will

ball at Hancock hall

day evening, Dec. 28.
Miss Mary F. Hopkins, of Orono, was
of relatives and
the week-end guest
friends in Ellsworth.

sylvania for
his parents,

longer

a

visit.

GOLD FISH

N. Cushman
Hie Twitched Champlin Co. Electrician and Contractor
and Fixtures.
Electric

Remember that everything put

fellers”

The merit of a bank lies in its

its strength for the benefit of its depositors and the community.
The resources and experience of this tank, its efficient and conservative management and the efforts of officials and employees to in
every way please and satisfy its patrons place this bank in a particularly strong position and enable It to render banking service of
the very highest order. To this our customers in Hancock and
Washington counties, numbering more than 5,000, can testify.
If you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered by this bank, we extend an invitation to become a customer,
feeling confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

Sidney R. Bonsey, railway mail clerk, Their sister, MisB Laura
of Capt. and Mrs. R. A. Bonsey, of turned with them for a visit.
Ellsworth, was among those injured in
Harry Wells, of Cambridge, Mass., who
the train wreck on the Bangor & Arooshas been here several weeks, has returned
Dance after show Sat. night*
railroad
at
took
Crystal Saturday night. home. Mrs. Wells will remain for a
Dance Tickets 15c. Ladies Free
Mr. Bonsey's hip, ribs and knee were inlonger visit with her mother, Mrs. Alton
while they last one aquarium and 2
and
he
received
severe bruises, but
jured,
Sargent.
gold fish with every purchase of Hex- no bones were broken. He was
brought
all Tooth Powder, Tooth Paste, Cold
The clearing away of the burned debris
Tablets or Cherry Bark Cough cure, at to his boarding place at Bangor, where he and

The Trey o’ Hearts

Walk-E-Z Coat
urge line of Mackinaws.

of Thieves
Jealous Husband

The Stone In the Road

ELLSWORTH

before

flystery

Den
A

F#°,w“»-h3.*£L«r

MAIN ST.,

LUCILLE LOVE. 1

men.

j A. McGOWN,
74
r U R

Program for To-Night and Thursday:

women.

Packard Shoes

Bull's-Eye

Show continues from 7.00 p. m. to 10 p. m.
Change of pictures, Mon., Wed. and Fri.
Matinee

Blake and Evangeline

LP.S Shoes

MAINE

STRANDTHEATRE

Men’s, Bovs’, Youths’

Boots,

“wayback

The

| third annual

The

rates.

F\

&

J O.
j

Mrs. Stratton will remain for

New-s

who has been ill several

Surplus, $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

Harry C. Stratton and wife, of WalMr.
tham, Mass., arrived yesterday.
Stratton will stop but a few days, while

tions

dance to be

McKay

I

Capital, $100,000.

attraction at Hancock hall.

there will be

Supper will be served at the Unitarian
vestry this evening at 6.30.
L. M. Scott has gone to Lagrange for a
hunting trip of two weeks.

BY A GRAND BALL

FOLLOWED

*Ui

>

Mr

Fields,

Company

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Thursday evening of next week, “A
Night in Vaudeville,” under the management of Sinclair's orchestra, will be the

%4There will be a musicale at the home of
Roy C. Haines to-morrowr evening, the
proceeds for the Unitarian church fund.
Miss Sophie Walker will be soloist, and

days, is much improved.

(

We*eolf, Bell* and Xylophone.
Mr M ailer J. Clark. Jr
Rube Sketch
Hl»» Alible Stevens, Cornetlst

Mr.

Home. Sweet Home the World Over,

T

Fred D.

Hoy C. Haines returned Monday from a
visit to Boston and New York. He attended the Yale-Harvard foot ball game at
New Haven.

The

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

Union Trust

wife.

The
ra.

POSTOFFICB

a m;

Miss Iva B. Scott, of Enfield, who is
attending Bangor high school, spent the
Thanksgiving recess with L. M. Scott and

Ellsworth town basket ball team
defeat in its first game of the season
at Bar Harbor last Friday night, when
met the Y. M. C. A. team of Bar Harbor.

mails rbcbivbd.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.14, p m.
From East—11.06, 6.36, and 10.52 p

amount you save, or the

Maine.

met

effect Sept. 27, 1914.

48.

No.

i

tt&bnfwinents.

and

The

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT bllswobth postofpicb.

!“7ES ABL\m^B

tote, Charleston,
Thanksgiving,
Morton Whitcomb from the University of
for

Mrs. Mary Perkins left last week to
spend the winter with her sisters, Mrs.
Uavinia Reeves, in Bangor, and Mrs.
Fannie Arey, in Bucksport.

Co.

1914.

some

An

not

bed.

While his

seriouB, he will be

laid

up

time.

important business transfer

of the

Ellsworth was the sale of
past
business of the Reliable Clothing Co.
Frank
to
8. Sawyer. Mr. Sawyer is well
known throughout Hancock county because of his many years on the road as
travelling merchant. Mr. Sawyer proposes to continue the store in Ellsworth
for the present, at least, if business warrants, but will not discontinue his busiweek in

the

removing of the iron is nearly

com-

pleted at the Treworgy and Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co. short lumber mills. The
frames for both mills have been sawed
and landed, and carpenters have the timber partly framed for the bottoms of the
mills. The mild weather and low water
are favorable for the work, and it is
hoped
to get the bottoms cf both mills placed before there is

a

rise of water.

Mrs. Jewell will open her Christmas sale
to-day and continue until after Christmas.
Open from 2 to 9 p. m., 82 High street.—Adit.

New Line
of Christmas
Goods
AT

Parcher's Drug Store

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson X.—Fourth Quarter, For
Dec. 6. 1914.

^njonoi the (Grangers.

I WARNING TO MANf
Some

..

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text

of the Lesson, Mark xvi, 1-8;
Matt, xxviii, 11-15—Memory Verses,
6, 7—Golden Text, Luke xxiv, 5, 6.
Commentary Prepared by Rev. D. M.
Stearns.

The resurrection from the dead Is
the crowning event in all Uis work,
for if Christ be not risen faith ta vain,
preaching is vain, no one is saved;
there Ls no forgiveness of sins (I Cor.
But before we consider His
iv. 14-18)
resurrection we must look Ht some tn
cidents in connection with His death
and hartal which we have passed over
Note the women who ministered to
Him. who followed Him. who looked
on afar off as He was crucified, who
beheld where His dead body was laid
and returned aud prepared spices to
anoint it when the Sabbath was past
(Mark xv, 40 -17; Luke xxlll. 55)
They loved Him greatly, but did not
believe that He would rise from the
dead, so those spices were in a meas
ure love’s labor lost becanse of unbelief.
Note the pierced side, the blood
and water with all their Scriptural
suggestions and the fulfilled Scriptures
about His being pierced and not a
bone broken (John xix. 31-37; Zech
111, 10; Ex. xil. 46).
The boldness of .!oseph and Nlcodemas at a time wheu all others seemed
to fail, the new tomb, the loving ministry and the fulfilled. Scripture concerning His grave being with the rich
in His death are a fascinating record
(Luke xxtli. 50-53; John xlx. 38-42; Isa
1111, 9).
It would appear from Matt xxvli.
62-66, that some of the Pharisees remembered, as His disciples did not.
that He had spoken of rising again
after three days and therefore they
j
had His tomb sealed. Our lesson
verses give us only the beginning of
j
the resurrection story. They tell ns of
the coming of the women to the tomb
very early in the morning on the first
day of the week to anoint His body,
wondering who would roil away the
stone for them.
How often we find i
the stone which we thought would
hinder us rolled away when we reach
the place: We read of an earthquake
when He died, but this is another one
at His resurrection (Math xxvli, 54;
xxvili. 2).
Inanimate nature is moved by these |
events while the heart of man remains
harder than the rocks.
Some day ;
we shall see these angels, whose coun- J
tenances are like lightning and their ;
raiment white as snow, and we. too. ;
shall shine as the sun (Matt, xxvlll. j
We should be reflecting
3-4; xiii, 43i
more of His glory now in these mortal
bodies (II Cor. ill. 18>
How beautiful
it Is that the first word from the angel
to these devoted women was "fear
not” or “be not” affrighted tverses 5,
6; Matt, xxvili. 5. 6i. So He Himself
said to the other women after He had
appeared to Mary, as He allowed them
to hold Him by the feet and worship
Him, "Be not afraid; go tell My brethren” (Matt- xxvili. 0, 10).
With similar words He spoke to the
disciples in the upper room that evening, saying: "Peace be unto you. Why
are ye troubled?
Behold my bands j
and my feot that it is I Myself" (Luke
XXiv, 39-40i. Even though we fall and j
fcrsake Him He has only words of
Matthew
peace and comfort for us.
and Mark speak of one angel; Luke
Slid John speak of two. but there is no
discrepancy, for if there were two
there was certainly one. whether the
disciples or women saw one or two.
Neither is there any discrepancy in the
seemingly different positions of the
angels, for they can move about more
easily than we can. The words of the
angel concerning Jesus. "He is risen.
He is not here” (verse 6). are sometimes used by ministers at a funeral
concerning the dead, but that is a
wrong use of the words, for they refer
to the resurrection, not to the burial
of the body.
How very gracious It was of the
Lord to tell the angel to send by the
woman a special message to Peter and
then to give Peter a special persona!
interview (verse 7; Luke xxlv, 34i
after all bis base denial of his Master.
It la always so—weakest lambs have
largest share of their tender shep
herd's care. The angels reminded tbe
women tbat Jesus bad said that He
would be crucified and tbe third day
rise again, and yet when the women
told the disciples that He was rlseu
their words seemed to them as idle
tales, and they believed them not (Luke
Mark xvl. 9. says tbat
xxlv. G-Ui.
Jesus a p| tea red first to Mary Magdalene. but tbe full record of that appearance is found In John xx. 1-17.
Is not His appearing first to her another Illustration of the same great
truth that we saw In Ills giving Peter
She was
a special personal interview?
blinded by tears of unbelief, but one
A
word from Him opened her eyes.
peculiar thing In her case was His
“Touch Me not" when He afterward
allowed tbe other women to bold Him
by tbe feet.
To my mind the reason He gave her
was clear and plain. “For I am not yet
•scended to My Father" (John xx. 17(.
Another wonderful thing that on His
way to His Father in His resurrection
body as our high priest He should stop
to speak to her and comfort her. Having ascended and returned. He could
then let others touch and handle Him
as He did the other* and the disciple#

j

j

that evening.

it'J rrlitt mint*.

24th day of November, 1914, to let you know
that all is well with ns—yes. extra well, for
EDITED BY “»OKT MADGE".
we are to have two Thanksgivings and this la
This column ii devoted to the Orange. eshow it happens. It all began by going gadgranges of Hancock county.
Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.''
pecially to the
ding. Yes, the 14th. I took in a fine Pomona The
colnmn is open to all grangers for the
at Orland village, the 15th visited friends in
discussion
of
of general interest, aud
topics
The purposes of this column are succlnc y
the l?th visited a daughter, and for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
1 Bncksport,
stated In the title nod motto—It is for the irut
had such a swell dinner.
short and concise. All communications must
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful!
Well, all this going about for an old stay- be signed, but names *111 not be printed exBeing for the commou good, U is for the comat-home got me rattled, and 1 thought Thurs- cept by permission of the writer.
All common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Inof that week was Thanksgiving, so I
munications will be subject to approval by
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In- day
made ready my chickens, plum padding and the editor, but none will be rejected without
terchange ot Ideas. Il -this capacity It solicits
pies, gave the pater strong coffee and we ate good reason.
coni mu ideations, and its success depends largely
Sat long at the
oar Thanksgiving dinner.
on the support given it io this respect- Comtable. Then I cleared away, and C and I went
munications must be signed, but the name of
Saturday, Dec. 5-Meeting of Haucock
I said to them
over to son Herbert's to call.
writer will not be printed except by permission.
as soon as I got in
the house:
“Weil, how Pomona grange with Oastine grange.
Communications will be subject to approx al or
did your Thauksgiving dinner set?"
They
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
said, “Why, what do you mean?"
Bayview grange held an interesting
“Why,” I
will be rejected without good reason. Address
said, “isn't this Thanksgiving day? Anyhow,
meet nig Wednesday evening. The second
all communications to
we've eaten our Thanksgiving dinner, this and fourth degrees were conferred and a
The American,
very day.” Well! You should have seen that
fe. IL worth. Me.
pleasing program was listened to. Officers
family; they near died laughing, and I will be elected Dec. 2.
looked at the calendar.
Then 1 laughed as
LIGHTEN TUB LOAD.
hard as any of them, in fact, we had “a gale”.
MARIAVILLK. 441.
Only a littie bit lightens the load.
In due time I came borne and told M. W.
Nov. 28 it was voted to„accept the inviOnly a little bit softens the goad.
“Good.” he said,“let’s have Christmas dinner
Only a little bit helps up the hill.
to-morrow and alternate 'till the real days tation to meet with Benic grange, WralOnly a little bit sets one athrlll
get here, and you will see how very happy I’ll tham, Dec. 2. Dec. 5 officers will be
With the joy of new effort, with hope and
be.”
elected. All are requested to bring somewith trust
So you see how ’tis, and I'm stewing pumpthing for a harvest feast. The literary
To climb to the light, through the shadows kin and making
ready for Thanksgiving No. 2, program was well carried out.
There
and dust.
and I think we will call it a great “nuff” for
were interesting remarks by members of
What say?
one year.
Lighten the load of another’s long mile
Benic grange
and also of
Mariaville
I hope this letter will find all hands of our
With the song of your hope and the sun of
M. B.it** flue and dandy, and may you all grange. Games were played during reyour smile:
cess and refreshments served.
have a fine Thanksgiving dinner; iu fact, I
Only a little bit, day after day:
wish you two in the same year—they go well,
Only a little bit lessens the way.
and if the chickens hold out —why not?
LAMOINK, 264.
Shortens the suffering, sorrow and tears,
I meant to write long ago, but have been on
Nov. 24, about thirty were present.
Only a little bit brigbteus and cheers.
tbe rnsb ever since the reunion. Wasn’t that After business, games were
played at reOnly a little hit makes them again
a lovely day, reunion and all, and written up
cess, and the following program was preHappier women and usefuller men:
so fine, too; nothing left for any of us to say
sented:
Sketch of the life of O. W.
Only a little from you to help live.
only “Amen—I was there”.
Holmes and reading of “September Gale”,
Only a little of all yon could g*ve;
I’ve such alot that I'd like to talk about,
Lighten the load, as your own has been but haven't time; should miss tbe mail. I Eunice Coggins; quotations from Holmes;
lifted
greet you one and all, aDd with love and v^ry solo, “Meditation,” Miss Taylor; charBy the light and the love that around yon best wishes, good day.
acter sketches by pupils of North Lamoine
AUWT Maria.
have drifted.
school; a jumbled Thanksgiving dinner,
—Selected by Ztlla.
which was a game of transposed spelling;

fHutual Uentfit Column.

MOUNT DESERT.

Dear

M. B. friends:

We sometimes

perhaps
is

we even

little

so

the needs of

better

or

persons say, and
think it ourselves: “There

do,”
some good

we can

do for

we can

J. A. Somes is having
built on his bouse.

hear

we

others,

brighter

or

may

mean

Miss

little

is

cause, or to help
to make the world

for others.

spending

of

Trenton, \

days with her sister,

few

a

won.

McFarland,

Mildred

Mrs. Fred P. Smith.
J. L. Urindle, wife and son Robert,
Harbor, spent Sunday with
Dr. K. L. Grindle and wife.
l)r.

Sometimes

of Northeast

persons excuse theinselver from d'ung^tbe
littie■' because they cannot do the more or

Mrs. George Salisbury and daughter
proverb? Dorothy, of Bar Harbor, are visiting her
“Alony a little ruaks a mickle” (my spell- parents, Loren K. Richardson and wife.
ing may be a little off, but I trust you get
A. C. Fernald, jr., left Monday for the
the idea). A few days ago an editorial in
University of Maine, after spending
one of the daily papers alluded rather disThanksgiving with his parents, A. C. Ferparagingly to the work of preparing and nald and wife.
greater things.
What

is

that

sending aid to tbe
home-wrecked

Scotch

old

suffering

people of

poor and

other

Richard O. Allen returned to Bowdoin

countries;

were

college Sunday, after spending bis
Thanksgiving recess with his parents, M.

alleviate tbe

Master Harry E. Gray is rapidly recovering from a shooting accident in which
he lost a toe. His friends are pleased to
hear he is doing so well.

and

the

reminded

how

poem
many
adding their mites, everywhere in
and
to
increase
the
number
country
city,
of articles of comfort, which represent
also sympathy for the distressed. It msy
be “only a little bit” that one may do to
suffering of

how the supplies

a

me

L. Allen and wife.

i
shiploads \

multitude, hut

increase

to

Friends of Mrs. F.

Somes will

H.

be

glad to learn that she is improving, after
an operation a
into a great whole!
couple of weeks ago in
!
Having read thus far some of you may be Russell hospital, Brewer.
sayrtig, “but charity should begin at
Mark W. Somes left Monday for Boshome,” so for that side of the question let ton, where be is attending a
business
me quote from the December American
college. He spent bis vacation with bis
Magazine.
parents, John Allen Souies and wife.
when the

help

of the “ones” is

gathered

Olive May Wilson, s seventeen-year-old
Philadelphia girl, made 5,000 children happy
last Christmas time, and is pushing a big
scheme for making many times that number

j

automobiles

are

Mt. Deaert,
only on tbe road leading from Indian
Point through Pretty Marsh, but it seems
that more or less of them take advantage
of the law after dark. While everything

glad this year. She managed to get the local
post office authority to deliver her all the
letters addressed to banta Claus which came

through.the mails; hitherto they bad gone
direct to the dead letter office. Last December she went to Washington, D. C., and tried
to get the franking privilege on the Christpackages

everybody knows,

As
not

is

allowed

quiet

in

the

past

dozen

break neck is

a

three

have

the town of

peaceful, they

and

Somesville at

weeks

been

seen

go

peed.
two

some

and

through

During
or

three

beard, going

in response to the appeals
through anywhere from 7 o’clock p. m.
to Santa Claus. She found she could not get
the bill through Congress in time for last ! until daylight. Sunday evening a night
officer took possession of the corner.
year’s work.
Her plans are worked out with great care. About 7 o’clock an automobile came rollj
Besides tbe lists of names gathered from tbe ing into town.
The driver was ar
Santa Claus letters, she secured additional rested and
appeared at Bar Harbor at 9 a.
names from city missionaries.
She received i m.
Monday for his fine. It happened to
checks from prominent men aud women all ;
be one of our own tow n citizens who got
over the country, and with the funds bought
j on the wrong road.
over 5.000 presents which, with the assistance
Nov. 30.
8.
of her family, were;put up in parcels, directed
and stamped. Eves the war will not be allowed to upset ber plans.
mas

sent

j

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Harvey Dunbar has recently been
WatervUle on business.

Dear Aunt Madge.
I would not write
you in what a aad

again to sooa only to tell
plight I found our dear
Nall last week when I dropped in upon her
One dark, rainy night Just before the big No-

to

Leon Orcutt spent Thanksgiving with
parents in Oouldsboro.

his

Mias Helen'Adams, of Ellsworth, spent
vember thunder shower. She met me at the
door with her usual sweet smile, and when Thanksgiving at W. O. Emery’s.
she saw I was alone, that smile grew brighter.
Dorothy Clark, of Franklin, was a reShe had eleven children in bed with the cent
guest of her uncle, Fred Clark.
some
measles,
very ill.
Day and night she
The ladies’ aid society met Thursday
stood watch by them.
Others were coming
afternoon with Mrs. Charles Ward.
down next morning when 1 left her.
Miss Emma Whitaker is visiting her
My trip took me to the state school for
boys at Portland, the soldiers’ orphans home sister, Mrs. Effie Baker,
at Sullivan
at Bath, and to Brunswick, where 1 returned
Centre.
a runaway boy to his people; also to FreePhillips Eaton has had a gasoline enport, where I have a cripple child boarding—
or rather, Bhe was a bad cripple, considered a i gine installed in the cellar of hia home to
hopeless case, when 1 took her to the pump water.
children's hospital at Portland in April, 1913.
Orice Bunker, of
Oouldsboro, spent
She has been in a plaster case ever since, but
Thanksgiving with her mother, Mrs.
can walk and run now, and by the first of
Annie Bunker.
January,1915, we expect her to be pronounced
cured.
Then she will be taken in to be
Friday evening, Dec. 11, tho.ladies’ aid
mothered by our Nell until she finds a home. society and Soroeis will hold a sociable at
She is very smart, and we expect it will pay the hall. Fancy articles will be on sale.
all it has cost to cbauge her from a
cripple
A sociable will be held at District hall,
from birth by the hip being dislocated to a
Thursday evening, for the beuetit of the
normal child at eight years of age.
Games, dancing
I expect my next trip to be to the Shnker 1 free magazine library.
village at Alfred. 1 have always had a desire and refreshments will be enjoyed.
to\isit it. Will tell you of it if I do go.
30.
Nov.
H.
You will be glad to know Jeonie has come
back to East Surry, (even if she is within the
EGYPT.
borders of Ellsworth) where she can get all
Selden Smith killed a deer last week.
of the buttermilk she wants. She looks a lot
better than when she met us at reunion last.
Mrs. J. F. Clark, who been very ill, is
We all hope to see her a fat old lady.

j

j

improving.

This letter of Dell’s is right in the line
of this week's

thought

—

helping

—

here,

there and everywhere.
As 1 read the
following letter to B. E. 8. and Zilla and
others

unions,

who

have

we

took

met

the

much

writer at

pleasure

re-

in the

thought that Aunt Maria and Uncle Mark

enjoying

their second
dinner at the same time we
of
our
first.
ing
were

Dear M. B. Friends:
Good morning.
I’m

Mrs. Horace

Pettengill, of Bar Harbor,

is visiting here.
Frank H.
business

Jordan

was

in

Bangor

on

Fred Bud way, of Orono, was the guest
of Mrs. H. E. Hodgkins last week.
Mrs. Edith Crane, who has been here
a few days, returned to Birch Harbor

speaking

partak-

you

this

A Teat for Liver

Complaint
Mentally Unhappy—Physically Dull
The Liver, sluggish and inactive, first shows

itself in a mental state—unhappy aud critical.
Never is there joy in living, as when
the Stomach and Liver are doing their work.
Keep your Liver active and healthy by using
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; they empty the
Bowels freely, tone up your Stomach, cure
your Constipation and purify the Blood. 26c.
at Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve excellent for Piles.

Saturday.
Mrs. L. B. Clark, with little daughter
Leona, has gone to Cooper’s Milltf to visit
her brother, Luther Butler.
Amos Clark and wife have gone to
Exeter, N. H., to spend the winter with
their daughter, Mrs. Charles Dolloff.
M.
Nov. 30.

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
Chronic cases
yield to Dban’s Ointment.
soon relieved, finally cured.
Druggists all
sell iU—Advt.

Few people re.ll*, to wh.t
e.ten,
health depend, upon tbe
eondii|„„ 0( tK.
An Afternoon Diversion.
I kidneys.
The phyaiclan in nearly .n
A hostess who wished to provide II
°
for her afternoon aeriou. illness, make, « ebemic.l
novel diversion
of
the
a
number
of
of
sheets
urine.
patient’,
He know,
guests prepnred
unleas the kidney* are doing
paper with the nnme of a course of an
their work
the
other
on
elaborate dinner written
each, and property,
organa cannot
rendu,
7
be
back
to
brought
health and strength
at the bottom of each sheet were writWhen
the
ten the words, ‘i vote for."
kidneys art neglected or
The papers were distributed, and the abused in any way, aeriou* results
guests were invited to write an origi- | sure to follow.
According to health
nal recipe for the course, which fell to | statistic*, Bright’* diaeaae, which i.
an
advanced form of
her lot. A quarter of an hour was alkidney trouble
f
lowed for the writing of the recipes, caused nearly ten thousand deaths in
In tbe state of New
York alone
nnd at the end of the time the palters 1913,
Therefore it behooves us to
were gathered up nnd redistributed, so ;
paj n0re
attention to the health of them
that no one had the paper she bad

|

|

]

One

application

was

received.

Next week is election of officers, and the !
week following there will be degree work,

As

no

names

were

moat

important

the
papers no one knew whose pa|ier she
held, and thus with perfact boldness
she rend aloud the reelin' on the |>n|ier
In hand. Only the culprits knew who
had written the recipes which provoked so much mirth when they were read
aloud.
When all the recipes had been read
each guest voted on the paper she
held for the reelin' she liked best. The
papers were then collected again, and
after the votea had been counted the
prize, which was a cookery book, was
awarded.
Rome players were very serious and
did the best they could with the limited knowledge at their command. The
others were nonsensical and amusing.
written.

notes, Grace Hodgkins; historical
in which Homer Wilbur’s side

on

An

organs.
ideal herbal

compound that has
had remarkable success as a
kidney remedy is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
n,e
great Kidney, Liv^r and Bladder Ri
Tbe mild and healing influence of

r,',edv

preparation, in most
afited, according to
and verifled testimony

this

cases,
sworn

is

>o00

r(,.

statements

those who have
the remedy.
If you feel that your kidneys
require
attention, and wish a sample bottle, write
lo Dr. Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N.
y
Mention this paper, enclose ten
of

used

cents'
V0J

aud

they will gladly forward it to
by Parcel Post.
Swamp-Root is sold by every druggist
in bottles of two si.es 50c and
fi.oo

Use MI-O-NA When
Stomach Is Upset

j

Ballroom Etiquette.
Ooests are privileged to arrive at a
SatLXiWICK, 244.
!
ball at any hour before midnight. Men
Nov. 27, one w as elected to membership
No matter bow long you have sufand women cheek their wraps In their
and three applications were received. Dec.
respective dressing moms and bow fered from a miserable', upset stom4 officers will be elected.
courteously to those who stand by the ach, indigestion or dyspepsia, Mi-o-na
a simple, inexpensive
prescription
door to receive them.
LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
easily had at any drug stop»m
If a woman Is not asked at once to
Dec. 5 Lake View grange will meet for i
quickly, safely and
end the
dance she should seat herself beside distress, or it will not cost
election of officers. It is hoped all memyou a
her chaperon.
bers w ill be present, as it w ill be an impenny.
When your stomach is out of rder
As soon as a dance is over a woman,
portant meeting.
some
foods taste good but work badly,
he
her
should she wish to
free of
comHARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
panion or feel that he Is eager to leave fermenting into a stubborn lump ;uid
j Nov. 28, fourteen were present. New her. is at lllierty to ask that he accom- surely causing sour or acid ta-te ju
the mouth, severe pain in the pit of
officers will be elected Dec. 12. It was voted
pany to r back to her seat lieslde her the stomach, gas, coated
tongue, ofto have a Christmas tree for all on Christ- ! chaperon.
fensive breath, restless tug:
and
mas night.
When
the
ballroom
the
guests
leaving
nervousness.
1
It's needless lor you to suffer, for
should
farewell
the
hostess
and
to
say
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
just a few Mi-ona tablets biiug joy.
Nov. 28 the follow ing program was en- thank her for tile evening's pleasure.
they do more, for tne»e
Silk gloves should not tie worn on ! ful relief
joyed: Piano solo, Ethel Fogg; readings,
little
and
helps to health", so,-'
Warren Miller, Gerald Thompson; solo, sneb an occasion. Kid ones are proi>er. strengthen the Inflamed ami weakened
Clifford Buirill; recitation, Maurice Millstomach walls and increase the flow
Five o'Clock Tea.
of the digestive juices so that the
er; solo, Marcia Burrill.
An afternoon tea Is supposed to be stomach can cate for the food as nalate In the afternoon, yet not so late ns ture intended.
PAMOLA, 265, HANCOCK.
No matter what ails your stomach
to Interfere with the {tinner hour,
held an interesting
Pamola
grange
while refreshments should always t>e put your faith in Mi-o-na. (let -one
meeting Nov. 28. The worthy lecturer,
of these harmless but helpful tablets
light. No salads or meats are required,
Lola M. Crabtree, bad arranged a “war”
from (i. A. Patcher to day and eat
and often a hostess confines herself to
The tirst number was answers
whatever your appetite craves and
program.
the custom of serving hot toasted and never fear distress.
to historical questions, which were given
with the tea.
buttered
English
muffins
out the week before, followed by a deSweet cakes are not good with tea;
scription of the “War of Koses” by Lizneither Is fruit of any sort- The simzie Crabtree; “Cause of Mexican War,”
pler the fare the better may be the rule
Carl Stratton; paper on “World’s Greatest
Invitations are informal—just a call
General, Past or Present”. Very interestover the telephone or a
line to ask
were
on
ing papers
presented
Napoleon
friends to come up for a "cup of tea"
Bonaparte by Mary Abbott; on U. 8.
at 5-o'clock such a day.
Grant, by Maude Bowden; Robert E. Lee,
I
by Charles Johnson; Pancbo Villa, by
Dafaranca to tha Elderly.
Nancy Young. The program closed with
The pretty deference of youth to age
a recitation by Augustus I. Foss, historiIs less in evidence these days than
cal questions, by Nellie Foss, and guessing
In former years, yet It Is always an
historical pictures.
evidence of gentle hlrtb and breeding
to be mindful of the homnge that
8CHOODIC, 408, WINTER HARBOR.
should tie tuild to those older In years
Scboodic grange, No. 408, on Nov. 26, had
and wisdom.
an attendance of tbirty-one, ana worked
A man presents his young friends to
the tirst degree upon three candidates and
his mother, then to his father; a busthe second upon five. On account of Pabund presents his tneiv frleads to bis
meet here Dec. 10,
mona, which will
father and mother first tf they are
than bread and butter
and the election of officers Dec. 3, a
as a matter of courteey to the
when the bread is made
special meeting was appointed by the present,
and next to his wife.
from William Tell Flour
worthy master to be held Dec. 1, for the aged,
of working the third and fourth
Nothing more wholesome,
j purpose
Whan to Riaa.
degrees on these live candidates and two
either, or a better food for
The
hostess
an inrises
for
always
others who had previously taken three
?
growing children, because
troduction unless she is much older
degrees.
William Tell is made from
than those whom she Is receiving. A
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
man must always rise for an IntroDEER ISLE.
richest in nutritive value.
duction. Voder ordinary circumstances
Merton McGorrill, of Pairtteld, is visita woman need not rise for an IntroducMilled by a special proc
ing his uncle. Judge Spofford.
William Tell goes farther, >1
tion .to either a man or a woman unless
All the schools in town will begin Monloaves to the sack ip additl' a t
the person Introduced is much older
wonderful bread making qua! it tday, with the same teachers as last term.
than herself or Is particularly dLstlu
(g'
Rev. Orville J. Uuptill, of Ellsworth gulshed.
lh such a case It would be
Falls, will preach in the Congregational correct for her to show deference by
church, Dec. 6.
rislug.
—

effectively

_

--

|

Nothing

Better
—

Maurice Gross, who is attending University of Maine, spent Thanksgiving
with his parents.
Mrs. Mary E. Smith died at Mountainville, Tuesday, after a painful illness
She leaves a husband and four daughters.
Burton Cook, principal of the high
school, who has been on a visit to Good
Will Farm, where he formerly attended
school, returned Saturday.

Joseph Howard, who is employed in
New Jersey, was called home this week
by the serious illness of his father, Capt.
Hiram Howard, who was badly injured
by falling from the roof of his house.
Nov. 30.

Rex.

There are two reasons why some people
don’t mind their own business.
One is
that they haven’t any mind, the other
that they haven’t any business.—Harvard

Lampoon.

recently.

Thanksgiving for
were

grange
contest

chimneys

new

InferestiDE Facts kh\
Kidney Troubles

Arms Off the Table.
The person who after meals clears a
space in front of him is In bad form.
Yet so many i^opie get into this habit.
No sooner have they finished a course
than they push the plates toward the
center of the table.
Well,
Why?
sometimes to put their elbows on the
cloth—another bit of bad table manners.

aitonrusrmnna.

DYS-PEP-LETS MAKE YOU
FORGET YOUR STOMACH
They give

Birth Announcements.
When you have received an an
nouncement of the birth of a child to
u frleud politeness requires that
you
should call to inquire after the health
of the mother and Child and leave
if you live In a distant
your card,
city and are unable to call you should
post your card to the mother and inscribe "Hearty congratulations" on It.

so much digestive comfort.
Made from one of the finest formulas
ever devised. Including
pepsin, bismuth, rhubarb, mint and other carminatives and digestives often prescribed by physicians. Sweet and
pleasant to take, prompt in effect.
A clergyman writes: "I find Dyspep-lets extremely neat,
pleasant
and efficacious."
Why not invest ten cents in a handsome aluminum trial box?
Tou'll be
sure to like them, and they will do
you a vast amount of good.

The Last Word.
It Is said that the meanest nature
usually Is successful in obtaining the
discordant “last word.”
In regard to
this no better advice than the following
can be quoted:
"Any discussion which does not tend
b> bring two people into the one way
of thinking is worse than useless.”
When to Call.
Ceremonious calls are not made between women in the morning,
evening
or on Sunday afternoons.
A man, owto
the exactions of business, may
ing
call in the evening and on
Sunday afternoon.

o

Hit comic. HAtMr.sato
V. W. OKI MU AC

ffiraRIAL-GRANUMl

3 Foodfor the Nursing Mothers
Increase* the quantity
and quality of her milk
and rlvee strength to
bear the strain of nor*-

i

^Jor tk, BABY

Imperial Qranom is the
food that flees hard.
Arm A ash, food bona
and rich, red blood.
yf
Send for Free Stun- fx,
pie and 44-p. book* Vi“The Care of bu- rvT
bles.** Include the frM
name* of 3 friends U>
with babies and a
Cute Rag DoU will
be sent yon.
JOHN CARLB * 80N8,
1
■ Oeflk Dl, 1M Water St, New York

^
^

I
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CHICHESJERSPILLS
toSXL&'S^M(Q>
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rill# la H*4
bo*es,
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*hn

bold
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V

SWDBYDWIOOISTSEVfRVViHfRt
l»AfeKERc»
HAIR BALSAM
For Rr.torin« Color*

aw>mi0tmfnts

f.
<

ns WOMM WHS
raumm
physically

and

Mentally Worn

How

Out—Tells
Nervous
Crying Spells Were
Ended by Vinof.

and

Monmouth, III.:—"I

was
had no

I
appetite and
Was retting so thin and discourag.-d,
broke
I
down
and cried
just
one day
wh.r a friend came in and asked me
what was the matter. I told of my
eondi tion and how nothing I took seemed
to do me any good. Vinol was suggested.
J gut a bottle and before it was half
could eat and sleep well.
I
gone I
continued its use and now my friends
say I look ten years younger, and I am
I wish I
well, healthy and strong.
could induce every tired-out, wom-out,
oot and nervous.

nervous woman to take

Vinol.”—Mrs,

Harriet Gale, Monmouth, 111.
There are many over-worked, tired00t careworn, nervous women in this
vicinity who need the strengthening,
tissue building, and vitalizing effects of
Vinol, our delicious cod liver and iron
tonic, and so sure are we that it will
build them up and make them strong
that we offer to return their money
if it fails to benefit
Vinol is a delicious preparation of the
extract of cod liver oil and peptonate of
Iron and contains no oil.
G, A. Parcher.druggist, Ellsworth. Me
kijtkry to caribou.
kicked over a|lantern in the barn
West Winterport,
of T O. Hhieldi, |in
80 "quickly did the
Thur»d*y night.
spread ‘tha\ twenty cows, two
horses and several bogi w ere burned in the
buildings. Loss, $4,000.
A

:

:

«

f

weak, worn-

cow

WEST BROOKBV1LLE.
Maggie Blodgett is spending the
winter with Mrs. O. L. Tapley.
Mr-

Mi** Laura H. Jones is in Belfast for

a

week.

Fred D. Jones, of Belfast,spent Thanksgiving with his sisters at the “Homestead
Edwin Leach and wife, of North Binehill. were guests of E. E. Cummings and
wife Thanksgiving.
Edward K. Tapley and wife, of BrookIid, were in town Sunday to attend the
funeral of Mr. Tapley’s aunt, Mrs. Emily
8. Tapley.

1 was bom at the time of
the

war

between the states, but what

year I
have never known till
recently^ My
earliest remembrance is being in a
foundling institution iii Harrisburg.
Pa. How I came to be there I could

find out, for It was, Judging from
my lyje. toward the close of the war
and when everybody and
everything
was In a state of commotion.
I left
never

the asylum when I must have been
about sixteen years old. At any rate,
the Inmates were not kept there after
sixteen, and since there was a record
on the I>ooks In 1S03 of “a female
baby

apparently about a year old" that was
called Betty or Hetty or something like
that—the first letter was blurred—and
1 was called Betty It was nsstiued that
the record pertained to me.
At leaving, being old enough .to understand the importance of learning as
much ns possible about my antecedents. I made every Inquiry concerning
them, but all I could learn was the
The clothes In which I was
above.
brought to the institution hnd been
preserved, but the only thing on them
for identification was the letters “H.
which were carefully embroidered.
On leaving the usylum 1 went to
serve as nursemaid with a lady In
Philadelphia. She and her husband
were refined persons and on hearing
my story took an Interest In me, dxprcsalng themselves ready to help me
to find my parents.
One day Mr. Sawyer, husband of the
lady by whom I was employed, returned after an absence.
He told me that he hnd been In Harrisburg and while there, tietng Interested In my case, hnd gone to the asylum where I hnd tieen brought up to
make Inquiries concerning me. Being
n man of affairs, he was more success-

L. Tapley aud wife, of Readfleld, Capt. James H. Tapley, of BrookY., aod John S. Tapley, of
yn, N.
Charleston, arrived here Saturday, called
by the death of their mother, Mrs. Emily
Maurice

8.

Tapley.

funeral of Mrs. Emily S. Tapley,
who died suddenly at her home Thursday,
Nov. 28, was held Sunday afternoon, Rev.
Charles Field Atkins officiating. The pallbearer* were her four sons —Maurice L.,
John H.. James H. and Ralph W. Burial at
Mount Rest in the family lot. Mrs. Tapley
is survived by ‘the four
sons
named
and five daughters—Mrs. Fred Hawes,
of Bradford,
N. H.; Mrs. Isaac Stover,
Mr*. Fred J. Perkins aud Misses Emily
and Ruth, all of this town.
Mrs. Tapley
The

(laughter of the late
Clarissa Blodgett Wasson.
was

the

Samuel and
She

was

a

bride at twenty-two and a widow at sixty.She was married to Capt John Paine
Tapley Oct. 6, 1884. Boarding the bark
Ironsides, which lay at Bangor, loaded
and all ready for sea, they sailed on their
bridal trip to Montevideo, thence to
Ceylon, thence to Point DeOale and
Tenany, India, thence home to Philasix.

delphia, touching on their
Good Hope and St. Helena.

way at

Nov. 30.

Cape

Tomson.

'dtrafu.
"I

SOUTH BROOKS VLLLE.

Harry Chatto, of Bowdoin college, is at
home for the holidays.
Miss Marjory O. Harvey has goue to
Clinton to teach.
Ella Condon, of Bluehill academy, is at
home.
Edward Howard aftd wife, of Eagle Is-

land, are

in town.

Ered Austin has moved into his
house at Orcutt’s Harbor.
at

Leslie Black, of Pittsfield academy,
home Thanksgiving.

George

and

Alfred

teen at Dark Harbor,
winter.
Nov. 30.

Austin,
are

new

was

who have

hoiqe

for the

C.

cltnjrrusnnnus.

How Far Is
|
Ellsworth Falls?
Not So Far That the Statements
Of Its Residents Cannot Be
Verified.
Esther an interesting case has been developed in Ellsworth Falls. Being so near
by, it is well worth publishing here. The
statement is sincere-tbe proof convincing:
Mrs. R. 1. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Me.,
fcflys:

••Some

home
years ago, I cauie
where I had undergone
was
All that winter I

from the hospital

au

operation.
miserable with a severe attack of kidney
trouble. The pain in my back was almost
unbearable and medicine and doctors’
treatment (ailed to do me any good,
loan’s Kidney Pills, however, went directly to the seat of the trouble, not only
curing the backache but strengthening
my kidneys and improving my condition
m
every way.”
Frioe 60c, st all dealers.
Don’t simply
®*k for a
kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidQey Pills
the same that Mrs. Moore
“«d.
Poster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. y.
—

AM

THAI

BABY!"

ful thau 1 had been. lie had got from
the records the names o{ persons who
were connected with the asylum when
I was sent there and had advertised for
An elderly woman
several of them.
living in the country not far from Harrisburg answered the advertisement.
Mr. Sawyer learned from her that she
was at the asylum from 18*12 to 18<14;
that during that time a girl baby was
brought in by a Union soldier. That
was all she could remember, for she
had left the Institution soon after the
child was received.
I think Mr. Sawyer took more interrerhaps It
est In the matter than I.
was a detective Instinct in him that
led him to busy himself about It. At
any rate, his curiosity was aroused,
and he kept thinking about it much of
the time.
"You're a war baby. Bet,” he would
say to me. "I have nn Idea that you
got lost somehow during the war.
Maybe your father was a soldier and
his litgot killed and a comrade took
tle girl and not being In a position to
care for her left her at the asylum.
This theory is supported by the fact
that about the time you were taken
there General Lee invaded Pennsylvania, and every citizen who could carhim. We
ry a gun turned out to oppose
will establish your Identity and don’t
you forget It"
When the war ended, everybody, both
north and south, had had enough of It.
About fifteen years after its close
those whp were Interested in it began
it and
to talk about It and write about
discuss who should have the credit of
this and who was to blame for that,
and all the prominent Union and Confederate officers who were living found
recan opportunity to explain their
ords. As to those who had died in the
struggle, they had nothing to say and
bear
were lucky if they didn't have to
the brunt of blunders committed by
those who had lived to tell their stories.
It was about this time. I believe, that
In the
people began to take an interest
battlefields which now are made naWhen I was nineteen
tional parks.

years old there was a gathering of veterans on the field of Gettysburg, and
Mr. Sawyer proposed to his wife that
they make an excursion and visit the
field themselves.
Mrs. Sawyer would
not go without taking their son. Tommy, now four years old. and that involved taking me along to have the
care of him while his father and mother were visiting the scenes of the different fights on the battlefield.
So we all went down together on one
of the anniversaries of the struggle,
and. since Tommy manifested a desire
to go about with his father and mother,
I had an opportunity to go too. The
veterans we saw moving about in
groups locating different scenes of those
exciting days of 18t>3 were not the old
men they are today.
Many of them
had fought as mere boys, and they
were fine looking middle aged men.
une union veteran—he was between
thirty-five and forty years old—a friend
of Mr. Sawyer, took charge of our party and showed us over the field, telling
us in a very interesting manner where
this and that engagement had taken
place, Little Pound Top, Cemetery
Ridge and other interesting points,
pointing out where hls own regiment
had fought without claiming that It
had won the fight or, indeed, saying
anything about its or his achievements.
There was something in his appearance that attracted me, and this refraining from making claims for his
regiment or himself added to my admiration for him.
I had bemoaned my
humble position, but now it was doubly hard to bear, for I could not but
think that, though he was courteous to
me ns to the others, he must look down
on me

as a

simple nursegirl.

After we had seen the scenes of heroism of others I asked our guide to be
more exact in the matter of hls own
participation in the battle. Yielding
to my solicitations, he told his story,
which was interesting, though he refrained all through It from claiming
to have done anything very brave.
After driving about the field we stopped at a farmhouse not far from it for
dinner. A woman who served us seemed interested in our chat about what
we had seen and, being asked whether
she had lived there when the battle
took place, said:
“Yes. I lived here, and I wish I
hadn't, for there is a matter connected
with the battlefield that has been a regret to me ever since and always will
be. A lady had come from the city of
Philadelphia to be in the country for
her health.
She boarded with my
mother, who lived in a house where
part of the fighting took place.
We
country people didn't know that there
was to tie a battle here and were not
There were lots of
prepared for it.
soldiers gathering here, and we were
all much excited over their coming.
This lady from Philadelphia had a
baby and had brought a nurse with
her to tuke care of It. The nurse was
taken sick and went home. Then the
lady hired me to take care of her child.
"One morning I wanted to go to see
my aunt, who lived across the field
where the soldiers were to fight, and I
thought it a good plan to take the baby
with me in her little carriage.
So I
put the bottle in her mouth and started. I was passing along quietly when
I heard a lot of firing all about me,
and it seemed as if a dozen thunderstorms had broken out at once. I was
scared to death.”
The woman seemed to live again in
the scene she was describing and trembled.
“Then I did what I have regretted
all the rest of my life. I deserted the
bahy, leaving the little thing sucking
at Its bottle In its carriage, and ran
away and hid In the first house I came
to. The child was probably killed, fot
nobody has ever heard of It since."
“I can assure you," said our guide,
“that It wasn't killed, for our regiment
moved through the trees when you left
It.
My captain detailed me to take
charge of it. I never have since liked
to talk about my part In the battle of
Gettysburg—at least, to mention this
Incident— for when I say I was wheel-

ing

a

buby carriage everybody laughs.”

SU&rrtiafmmta.

NORTH CASTINK.
Mrs. Clara West is ill of

pros-

nervous

tration.

Frank E. Dunbar has employment at
Belfast.

Greyson Webster and wife are guests of
bis sister, Mrs. Chester Webster.

Arthur

P. Guilford, of Vinalhaven,
Thanksgiving week with his

spent

Albert McIntyre and wife have been the
guests of Ler parents, Burton Wardwell

of
getting
along

and wife.

Misses Annie L. Dunbar and Annie B.
Conner have

after

.returned to their schools,
Vacation.

week’s

a

Mrs. W. S. Bridges, of Penobscot, has
returned home, after a visit with her parents, Edwin Ordway and wife.
Mrs. William Marks, of West Penobscot, with her children, is visiting her
sister-in-law*, Mrs. Ross Conner.
Mrs. Leah Pearson, of New’ Sweden,
with her little daughter, is visiting her
parents, Amos Perkins and w’ife.

PFhich wins ?

David Dunbar, after an absence of ten
months, arrived last week from Texas to

join

his

family,

who

visiting

are

C

Now and

then, we hear people say that
they can get along without a typewriter.
Yes, we believe that. Only forty years
ago everybody got along without one.

here.

Hattie Dunbar begins the winter
term of school in the Devereux district
Miss

to-day. Pupils perfect in attendance during the fall term, Alberta, Inez and Jennia
York.
Nov. 30.

L.
_

•

EASTBROOK.

So they did, a little further back, without the steam
engine and the railroad train. They got along
without them because there were none.
Anyone today who thinks he can get along without the typewriter because he can do his writing
with the pen, is like the man who thinks he doesn’t
need the railroad because he can walk. In your
method of writing you may be "walking” today.
If so, then remember that the railroad is built and—

Wellington Curtis is in poor health.
Fred DeMeyer lost a horse last week, of
colic.
Leroy Lowrie
a few days

spent

wife, of Sorrento,

and

here last

week.

Muriel Wilbur has gone to Ells-

Miss

worth to w’ork.
Walter Clough has begun sawing in the
mitt.

Ed. Grindle and wife, who have been at
Harbor through the summer, are

Dark

home.

Miss Libbie Wilbur,
Ellsworth, spent the

who is

working in
with her

week-end

Your Train has arrived

parents here.
School begins on Sugar Hill to-day,
after a long vacation because of scarlet

It is the New

fever.

mother are keeping house at the Billings place while he is
His
wife
is in Bluehill
pressing hay.
with her father for the winter.
Nov. 30.
Gem.
Fred

DeMeyer

and his

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Everett

Spurling

Islesford recently.
Gilbert Stanley
week

on

Mrs.

time,
soon

family

moved his

went

to

Bangor

to

We have built the

last

business.

Fred Bracy, who has

will go to Castine
as she is able.

Sympathy

Remington Junior on purpose
writing to do and need
but
who
haven’t
typewriter
bought one—yet.*

for those who have
been ill

6ome

for treatment

a

as

We have built it for

is extended friends and rela-

Gilley,

tives of Charles

of Baker’s

the traveler and for
the home; for the
doctor, the clergyman, the farmer, the
retail storekeeper—
for everyone who

island,

who died last week.

Marjory Mann,
primary school, had
pendicitis Sunday.
Miss

the

Mrs.
her

who is

teaching

attack of ap-

an

Wilbert Rice is ill at the home of

daughter,

Mrs. Millard

Spurling,

who

also has been ill the

past two weeks.
Rev. Albert D. Knight accepted the call

needs a typewriter tor
the simpler uses, like manuscript and letter writing,
The price of the Remington Junior is fifty dollars,
cash with order. It is just what its name implies,
a “boiled down” Remington; smaller, lighter,
simpler and more portable, but a true Remington
in the work it does and the way it does it, and
sold under the iron-clad Remington guarantee.

pastor of the church here and at
Islesford for the coming year, and began
to be

bis services last

Sunday.

Nov. 30.

Rooney.

j

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Mips Chaney Treworgy

has

returned

from

Surry.
Mrs. Clara Clapp, who has been visiting
here, has returned to Sargentville.

i

Curtis Young spent Thanksgiving at
Point with his family.

Indian

Charles

Snow,

of

Bluehill, spent

Here is your chance, absolutely your first chance, to buy
an absolutely first-grade typewriter at a medium price.
For $55.00, wt will sell you a Remington Junior on terms
of$5.00 down and $5.00 a month. Cut out the attached
coupon and send it to us with S5.00 in cash, check
or money order, and we will send the machine.
co

the

week-end at H. H. Allen’s.
Mrs. Hattie Allen and family spent
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Allen’s daughter,

Dority.
Sunday morning, Nov. 22, Mrs. Treworgy preached an interesting Thanksgiving sermon. A special collection was
taken for war sufferers in Europe.

_

Carrie

Nov. 30.

A.

G.

“For land's sake!” exclaimed the woBUCKSPORT.
“What did you do with It?”
News was received here Friday of the
“Put It In a barn till the battle was death in St.
Louis, of Georgy, the tenover, then found It safe and sound, but
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall B.
for
more milk.
Before the
bawling
Downing. Mrs. Downing wras Miss Gernext day’s fight came on I had provid- trude McFarland, formerly of
Bucksport.
ed for it temporarily, and. after the The
body was brought here for interment.
fighting was over and the Confederates
had withdrawn, my captain sent me
Your Coltl Is Dangerous
off to hunt for its mother. I couldn't
Break it Up—Now.
A Cold is readily catching.
A run-down
find her, and I was sent to Hnrrisburg
is
susceptible to Germs. You owe it
with it, where l chucked it in an or- system
to yourself and others of your household to
tight the Germs at once. Dr. Bell’s Pinc-Tarphan' asylum."
It
Honey is tine for Colds aud Coughs,
“I am that baby!" I exclaimed, much loosens
the Mucous, stops the Cough and
excited and, not realizing what 1 was soothes the Lungs. It’s guaranteed. Only
25c, at your Druggist.
into the arms of
threw

I unclose herewith
IS.00. on receipt of

Remington Typewriter Co.

SStfrfftSi--

*

writer. It is undersVKxl
that I may return the machine
if
choose, within ten day* of
its receipt and that you will refund to me the 16.00, less trails-

flnn

To Avoid CATARRH
Or Break Up A Cold

a Simple
Remedy that
Instantly Relieves.
At the tirst symptom of catarrh
such as sniffles, tits of sneezing, raising of mucus, itching of the nose, or

Use Hyomei,

chocked-up feeling, surely

take

overjoyed at finding me immediate steps to conquer the disand lavished every blessing on me that ease. Catarrh is not only distressing,
they could think of. One day the sol- unclean and annoying, but a serious
ailment.
4
dier who had rescued me asked me.
One of the earliest and simplest
“Where do 1 come In?” and when I inwhere he wished to
come in he said. “Finders are keepers,”
which, being interpreted, meant that he
He didn’t
wanted me for himself.
have any trouble getting me.
After our marriage we went to the
asylum where he had left me more
than twenty years before and examined the record. There I saw that the
first letter to the name I had been
given was Intended for a G. I had
been called Getty, from the battle of
Gettysburg, but the name was soon
changed to Betty.

108 Exchange
AvlICIll^v St..

*,
pay for it an additional sum of 150.00,
in monthly payments of |5.00 each.

I

L.

Bangor,

remedies to check catarrh and break
up a cold is Hyomei. J ust put a few
drops of this antiseptic and healing
liquid into the small inhaler that
comes with every complete outfit, and
This medicated air imbreathe it.
mediately soothes the inflamed tissues
and effectively drives out the poison.
Just a few minutes’ use of this most
helpful remedy opens the stuffed air
passages, clears the head and throat
of the
unclean discharges
you
breathe freely and immediately feel
j better.
Hyomei is so certain to relieve and
give lasting benefit that G. A. Parcher
sells it on the “No-cure-no-pay” plan.

Me.

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

for

were

quired of him

J ~l

A HURRY CALL

atrijerusaiWHie.

that

*

r,..,

L incorporated J

myself

the man that had rescued me.
There was a commotion at this, and
then the rest of the matter came out.
The woman who had been my nurse re
inembered my mother's name—Cheno
with—and I had been baptized Harriet.
This corresponded with the Initials "H.
C.” embroidered on my baby clothes.
What remains I will tell in a few
words.
My mother and father were
both living, and I was reunited with
them and several brothers and sisters.

They

ways

family.

man.

doing,

Two

Mrs. Gustine Wardwell, who has been
ill of abscesses of the throat, is better.

rubbers

on

-c—

morning suggests
people. Nowadays wise
wet

nasty

a

Hub-Mark, rubbers to most

folks consider Hub-Mark rubbers as essential to the
complete wardrobe as a pair of shoes, especially in
this climate where the three seasons are June,
and Winter.

July

Hub-Mark rubber footwear Is made so everlastingly good that It will give the tough pavement
a
terrific tussle before it gives in.
Hub-Mark
Rubbers cost no more than any standard firstquality rubbers, but when you buy them you are
buying for not only one season, but perhaps two.
It’s the rubber of the present as well as the future.
Made in a great range of styles for men,
women, boys and girls.
When you buy rubbers ask for “Hub-Mark.**
It’s best because there are no regrets.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
If

your

dealer cannot

supply yon, write

us

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.
Established 1S53MALDEN, MASS.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Tati per

—

worth
HAVING
need

Notice.

contracted with the

THE AMERICAN'S
ctdvertiaera are
lettinq down the price-bare into the flela

City of Ells-

to support and care for those who
assistance
during the next five
may
year* and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid ail persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm

house.

M. J. Dbummby.

of barqaine
Tht proceaeion of low pricea ia moving
right along, headed by advertiser sing
THE AMERICAN.
i

Stye <£llsu)ortli American
*

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
AVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
At

MRS. LOUISE J. GOODWIN.
Knowing her life was not in jeopardy, a
Louise J., widow of Capt. Samuel A.
large cow moose visited Sedgwick last
week. After spending some time on the Goodwin, who died on May 4 last, died
church common, she walked through Saturday morning at her home on Bridge
and calmly swam hill, after an illness of several months.
several b«»ck yards
the river to

across

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Brooklin.

BT THE

rancour county publishing
W. H.

oo

The State

department

calling

sent out the usual notice

Titus, Editor and Manager.

has

attention

officers of towns and

municipal
cities to the law requiring
of the

lEoacrlptton Price—$2.00 a year; $1.0* for aix
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 58 cents
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All ar-

agriculture,

of

them to

destroy

Mrs. Goodwin was born In Waltham on
May 15, 1845, the daughter of the late Eben
and Mahala Jordan. She was married to
Capt. Goodwin on May 19, 1866, and had
since made her home in Ellsworth. Seven
children were born to them, of whom

aotjfniflfmmti.

NEWS

COUNTY

OBITUARY.

COUNTV CtOSSlt*.

BAR HARBOR.

Nick Mardini caught

ing forty pounds

one

day

«i»»i.».

«*

Mriinrinm,

Old Reliable MUSIC

George Fogg attended the Maine apple
show last week.

STORE

ESTABLISHED I68S

codtlah weigh-

a

111 t

mi i i

EftryUtt** to to* Mule Has frsn

CldiSt and But is [attars Maiat

last week.

Brand Piano (a a

a

i,WJtjrj

Sheet Music and Music Books,
Motocyclea, Bicycles. Sewine
.Machines. Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewriter^
Vacuum Cleaners, l’ost Cards of local views.

Arno Cleaves snd wife returned Monday from a Thanksgiving visit to Steuben.

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customer.’
”'»•
terests. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

C. I. Merrill and wife, of Green Lake,
week-end
guests of Mrs. Marie
Maddox on Foreat street.

were

NONE BETTER
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
living—Capt. Sidney A., Royal
MADE
TERMS IF- DESIRED
all
of
PAYMENT
EASY
Ellsworth;
have
Ruth,
and
Woodworth
Alonzo
family
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei
also three grandchildren.
Mrs. Good- gone to Trenton to spend several weeks |
vear.
A Boulton man is quoted as saying that
win is survived also by two sisters—
advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
with their father, B. F. Jordan.
c
made known on application.
which
will
the Eastern Maine railroad,
Mrs. J. T. Hyde, of Somerville, Mass., and
Oa Ja VrLClTICl 1 ■ 9
Ijwat Sunday’s boat carried many young
Bar harbor, Maine.
Hancock Mrs. J. L. Treadwell, of Amherst, and two ;
Business communications should be addressed tap the up-river section of
people from this town going back to colto, anti all checks and money orders made pay
will surely be built next spring,
county,
brothers
W.
of
Ells!
George
Jordan,
»ole to The Hancock Couhtt Publishing
lege after the Thanksgiving recess.
“if the money market is not too tight.” worth, and Sidney Jordan, of MassachuU©., Ellsworth, Maine.
Willard Haywood has purchased the and death of their brother, Dr. F. L.
This sounds encouraging. The final loca- setts.
Sptrial Kotirta,
Herrnon Willey property on Forest street,
is completed, and those who
tion
Wood. Dr. Wood and family have many
survey
The
death
of
Mrs.
Goodwin
removes
one
This week’s edition of The
CARD OP THANK,
it as a residence.
are familiar with the survey say that it is
friends in this vicinity, who deplore bit
of Ellsworth’s most
estimable women, and will occupy
us to express our
American is 2.400 copies.
sincere *k«..
a fine one.
Contractor Wiseman has been
1
The thirteenth annual meeting of St. untimely death.
through the columns of vnur
ALLOW
loved by all who knew her well. She was
‘he high school teacher and ,Vh“
|
over the proposed route during the past
was held Tuesday evenSaviour's
an active and loyal member of the Conwife
and
parish
with
his
Arno Cleaves,
daugh- flowers sent to our daughter and .?!?«**•
2,677
Average per week for 1913,
1
week. The distance from Boulton to
ll%0
of the niRn> fri*, dl
gregational church and of the woman’s ing for election of wardens, vestry-men ter, were week-end guests of his uncle, for the kindness
St*, and Mbs. Lmslie Kawe
i
Bancroft is thirty-one miles. The mile- relief corps of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. and other officers.
E. W. Cleaves.
Mb. and Mbs. Wbslby
DEC.
1914.
WEDNESDAY,
2,
Wilua*.
Mb. and Mrs. Percy
age from Boulton to Bangor is cut off A. R. In her home life she was the ideal
Miss Kathleen Morris left Wednesday
KumT***
Mrs. Joanna Wakefield, who has been
Mb. and Mbs. W. ti.
Kamb.’
thirty miles.
wife, mother and neighbor, never Lappier for her home in Belfast, having completed visiting her son the past two weeks, reMb. and Mbs. Lvman
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Wednesday evening there will be a box
supper and social at “Bird’s Nest” cottage, for the public. All are invited.
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Sunday brought T. L. Hodgkins and
family, Fred Crowell and son Don to their
Fish

Willard Treworgy, who has been with
his sister, Mrs. Uctavia Stack pole,has gone
to Portland, where he has work lor the
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W. L. Kemp, jr., and wile, with their
two sons, Bpent a lew days at Thanksgiving With W. L. Kemp, sr., and wife.
Frank Meader and son Montlord, ol
Skowbegan, John Meader, ol Ipswich,
•Mass., and Horace Meader, of Millerton,
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Capt. Clifford G. Fullerton has hauled
his vessel, the Lulu W. Eppes, up in Burry,
and is home.
The dwelling houBe formerly owned by
John Murray Sargent was burned last
Wednesday evening. This is the third
fire here within four months.
bad employJames E. Murch,
ment as cook on a tug boat at Boston, is
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Earl Tinker and wife spent Thanksgiving with his grandparents, George Day
and wile.

Y., spent

end with their parents, J. C. Meader and
wile.
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in
mathe
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tug Waiter Roes,
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death.
to
crushed
and
chinery Monday,
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Mr. Delano was the son ol Mr. and Mrs.
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returning
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marwas
He
Alpbeus Delano, ol Verona.
evening.
East
ol
ried in July to Mias Leta Closson,
Mrs. Martha Warren, with little gTandBucksport, He is survived by two brothFred, and one sister— son, Robert Balsbnry, of Otis, visited her
ers— Walter and
Mrs. Martin A. Garland, last
Mildred, who have the deepest sympathy daughter,
ol the community.
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similar effect.
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exacting an indemnity if
she were the victor."
Mr. Taft saw little danger of the policy
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not

object

to her

European

least, one reason
being
struggle abroad
will leave the nations exhausted, and,
therefore, unlikely to begin new hostilination soon, at
that the present
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The federated sewing circle will meet
with Mrs. 8. R. Tracy Thursday afternoon
of this week.

Large audiences attended the picture
the Pastime last
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Saturday nights. The sixteenth episode
shows in

of “The Perils of Pauline”
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to abandon

doctrine,”
effect notify

the

continued, “and thus in
the European governments that so far as
or
our remonstrance
interposition was
concerned, they might take possession of
Santo Domingo, of Hayti, or of any of
the Central American republics, or of any
Bouth American republics that might be
disturbed by revolution and that might
give them some international excuse for
intervention, it would be but a very short
he

would be forced into controversies that would be much more dangerous to the peace of this hemisphere
than our continued assertion of the doctrine properly understood and limited.*
The ABC powers, he continued, understood that this country does not claim to
time before

we
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shown.
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but it was outclassed by
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It was a better game than
score would indicate.
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F. F. Hill, of Dorchester, Mass., was a
recent guest at W. F. Bruce’s.
Alfred Hamilton is building a new barn
to accommodate twenty head of cattle.
Schoodic lodge, K. of P.t worked the
on a candidate Saturday night.

first rank
Dr.

F. F. Larrabee, of Washburn, made
visit to bis father, C. C. Larrabee,

would be a good thing if these powers
would join in upholding the doctrine,
but a move in this direction might cause

Thaoksgiving w ith relatives in Franklio.
Charles Tracy, of Gouldsboro, was a
guest at Stephen Cole’s, the last of the

and

suspicion

among

smaller

As to such
American countries.
countries as Hayti and Banto Domingo,
Mr. Taft said the work of the United

settling uprisings had been
that of a neighbor who sought to maintain
peace in the community.

States there in
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specific for the cure of constipation and
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success
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OR OIRL for general houseAddress at once, E. F.
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house Saturday evening, between the
second teams of this place and Southwest
Harbor, the visitors being defeated by a
score of 40 to 5.
The visiting team was
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fornia, deceased, and given
directs, and has appointed Frank L. Truudy.
of Horrento, iu toe county of Haucock.
•State of Maine, as agent upon wnom aertic*
of any legal process against him *»
may be made. All person* having demxnai
atagainst the eaute of aaid deces-d are
aired to present the same for stu'etuent.
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the

exercise any suzerainty over them and is
not tendering its guardianship as if they
needed it. He added that he thought it

jealously
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Moore's drug store, vse»t«d
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K. G. Moors. Ellsworth.
Apply
over
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Mrs. C. Crossman and daughter Gladys many's taking counter measures and carOnly last Friday night, at a speech
in Bangor.
William Reynolds, a student at the Unirying the war into a country which is
in Montclair, N. J., which we quote spent Thanksgiving
versity of Maine, spent the Thanksgiving
John A. Lord, of Ellsworth, spent waging war?
Capt.
quite extensively elsewhere, ex“All that the Monroe doctrine would recess at home.
with his son, Capt. Horace
President Taft, defending the Monroe Thanksgiving
consistently require^of us would be to inF. Lord.
Harold L. Reed has returned to the
doctrine, defined its obligations and
sist that when the war is over, if Germany
University of Maine law school after the
Albert Higgins, of Ellsworth Falls, was
its limitations, and cleared away
were successful, she could not take over
Thanksgiving recess at home.
here on business

says

Zo Urt.

L.

con-

stipation, liver troubles, headaches, dizziness, coated tongue, or the general tired
feeling, oaused by inactive liver and

I

MORRISON, JOV l CO. BLOCK,
•TATI

•TRalT.
K 1 *“•

Telipau, IIS-2.

*

bowel,

or
disordered digestion, should
advantage of O. A. Parcher’, new departure and buy a bottle of Dr. Howard’s
specific at half price, with hia personal

take

guarantee to refund the money if it does
not

care.

with
Ladies
hosiery which
—

, few
sample,
we furnish for

e4rn
l°° c*Ua*,,y
shoe,.
We live the

of our
you upon

be.utiful pair
of »,.oo
option of a pre* vommiMlou of
z»%. All orders are
deilv.red free at your door.
We guarantee
rvr’V pair to give s,tisfac*ory service
A
postal card will bring price list and full psrticbf return mail B»v Hx.ra Hosiuy
8t-»od 11 Darker Court.
j

5jS!*

m.%W11Iow

»

THE—=

CLARION.
or • ^
Whether tt’» a range
11
nace—if it is a “Clarion
sure

to meet every

requirem®

by the Wood Bishop
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. P.

ELI)IUI>gE’

Main Street,

Ellswobtb.

j
j

SMwrtfacmnim.

COOKING.
Methods to Reduce the Cost, Time
aud Labor.
[Miss Lillian Randall, Instructor in Home
Economics, U.of M., Farmers’ Week Course,
1914. |

I wish to talk to you about methods to
labor and time as well as money, and
it is but fair to ask:
What does the
modern woman do with her time? Why
does she want more?
Why does she want

An Opportunity for
Household Economy

save

advance in price of cream of tartar—
which is derived from grapes—due to
inability to
care for and market the
grape crop in the European
countries now at war, can be made advantageous to
the housewives of New England.
Housekeepers will find it more economical

efficient,

satisfactory

for

corn *nd a strengthening in the
potatoe* and apples is the good
news for farmer* contained in this week’s
price changes. Mixed feeds, however, are
a little higher.
Corn is off 10 cents a bag, while apples
have advanced, grade for grade, 25 to 50

Lower

price

of

cents

h

barrel.

Potatoes

have shown but

Blight advance, but the market is decidedly stronger. Several other changes ar
noted this

week.

Following

are

retail prices:

COUNTRY

PRODUCE.

Creamery butter, ft ..-.
Dairy butter, ft.

40*42
85*38
65
86
18*22

Fre*h native eggs, do*.

Storage egg*, do*.

Fowl. ft.
Chicken', ft.
20*26
#12.00 j# 14 00
Hay. loose, too.
VEGETABLES.

Potatoe*. ba.

50*60

Beets, ft..
Carrots, ft..
Cabbage, ft.
Sweet potatoes, ft.
Onion*, ft.

02
02
02
03
03

Squash.

04

Turnip*.
Pamnipa. ft....
Cranberries, qt
Celery, bunch.

02

06
10
20

..

FRUIT.

Lemons, do*
Orange*, do*..
Apple*, bbl.
A

35*40
404*60
#2.00

§2.50

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.

6j
1°

only as
a citizen.

VARIETY OF STYLE

more

a

The

a

litUe

than

more

a

slave for

a

purse.

wife.

Will you come in soon and look?
That is all we ask—Just a chance
to show you some real shoes.

failed in the latter because she did
not try to keep pace with her children.
In the early years she did not have the
wisdom to lay
the foundations for a
happy future. But, happily, the Virginia

Come early—tomorrow
or the next

type is becoming scarce, and most women
now wish to keep pace with their husbands and children. For this a certain
amount of leisure is necessary.
Then, a woman’s health must be considered. A woman owes it to herself and
her family to get out of doors every day
and to take a rest every day.
Now let us consider how she may insure
The first
a certain amount of leisure.
necessity is to have system to her work.
One woman with her work systemized

their share of the work.
To speak of the preparation of food,
the first economy of time and cost is to
have good tools to work with. Too many
women buy their kitchen tools in a hapdo

hazard

stopping

not

way,

to consider

whether they are strongly put together or
whether they are easy or hard to keep
clean. When buying a tin cup or pan, do
you thiq^c whether there are cracks and
If you have
seams to catch and hold dirt?
a measuring cup, is it one of the seamless
ones that are perfectly easy to keep clean
or is it one with a rolling brim with a
large space to gather germs? The good

please her
opened.

There is a big variety of styles to
choose from. There is a shoe for
every foot and a price for every

She

can accomplish in an hour what her unsystematic sister will take four to do.
And she will have her family trained to

who is shoe particular
—

the questions of the day?
If you have read Ellen Glasgow’s new j
book, “Virginia,” you know how ineffici- j
ent Virginia was as both wife and mother, i
Why? She failed in the first particular |
because she did not realize that a man
wants

woman

will find something to
in our Fall line
Just

|

study

to use

Specials af

day.

Century Boot Shop,

The Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Ellsworth

Pie.
Merritt Farmer, cookery editor
of Woman's Home Companion, presents a
great number of recipes for the use of
The Finest Lemon

Fannie

in fancy cookery.
oranges and lemons
Miss Farmer says, by the way, that lemons
and oranges, although among the most

easily obtained fruits,are not often enough
used

as

food and drink.

Bhe says that the

N
Mrs. Sven

ICO LIN.

Anderson is visiting in Ban-

gor.

Miss Hattie Gooch, of Jacksonville, is
her sister, Mrs. Robert Sweeney.
Clarence and Lawrence Brewer, of Hull’s
Cove, are visiting their sister, Mrs. S. L.
Burns.

risiting

lemon, the most positive of the citrus
Hazel McGown, who has been teaching
fruits, is effective in toning the system in West Sullian, is spending tw^o weeks at
The orange her home here.
and purifying the blood.
shares in all the best qualities of the
Mrs. Laura Loring and son Harold, of
lemon, though not so powerful in its Bar Harbor, spent
Thanksgiving with her
direct effect. Following is her recipe for
mother, Mrs. Francis McGown.
lemon
pie:
family reunion Thanksgiving day, enter- one costs no more than the
Frank Sargent and wife are receiving
COUNTY
poor'one.
“Mix thoroughly one cupful of sugar
taining their children and grandchildren
How about your kitchen knives? These and three
congratulations on the birth of a son,
of
flour.
Add
tablespoonfuls
to the number of
ten.
Those present
born Nov. 22.
are used a dozen times a day, and each
[Charles Benjamin.]
BUCKSPORT.
three tablespoonfuls of lemon juice, the
were Alfred Tracy and wife, of Hancock;
kitchen should be supplied with some
George Joy, of Bar Harbor, has opened a
Miss Minnie Carnes, of the Bucksport Alton Houston and three children, of
yolks of two eggs, slightly beaten, one
good ones. When you buy a paring knife, cupful of milk, one tablespoonfgl of dancing school in Frank Moore’s hall, to
hospital, returned Monday after a week Holden; T. A. Black and wife and Miss do
you stop to consider whether the blade melted butter, a few grains of salt and the oe held twice a week.
Mr. Joy is the
with relatives iu Bangor.
Hazel Cowing.
*
will work loose from the handle after a
beaten until stiff. guest of Willard Phillips and wife.
whites of two eggs,
Nov. 30.
B.
Elmer R. Verrill, president of the E. M.
few days’ use? It is real economy to buy Line a plate with family paste and build up
C. S., has purchased the residence of Capt.
and bake
BROOKSVILLE.
good steel knives with the blades riveted a fluted rim. Turn in mixture
NOKTH BROOKSVILLE.
in a quick oven at first, to set the rim,
George Erskine on Elm street.
HIGH SCHOOL NOTE8.
into the handle.
the
heat.”
then decrease
Clifton Grindle spent last week at Camand
left
F. E. Bragdon
Monday
family
Brainard Farnham, Guy Stover, Horace
Some housewives consider it economy to
den.
for North Brookville, Mass., where Mr.
Snow and Nelson Perkins spent Thanksbuy “seconds”. Usually, it is false econPOINT.
INDIAN
Aurilla
is
house
for
A.
G.
as
Gray
keeping
superintendent
Bragdon has a position
The enamel-w’are “seconds” are
giving hunting in this vicinity. Mr.
omy.
; Green.
Mrs. Pomroy, of Ellsworth, is visiting Farnham
of schools.
dangerous. Enamel is a liquid porcelain
bagged one partridge.
Richardson.
Mrs.
Melville
her
niece,
Mrs. Phyona Green is with her daugh- which is poured over and baken on to
The many friends here of Raymond
Miss Haynes spent the Thanksgiving
Charles H. Stover and wife were recent vacation in
hard metal. The “seconds” always have a
Fellows and wife, of Bangor, are extend- l ter, Mrs. Harry Green.
Bangor, returning Sunday
guests of Lorenzo Mayo and wife at West afternoon. Miss Bradbury spent the day
Willis Johnson and wife have moved spot which has not been covered or has a
ing congratulations on the arrival of a son
thin covering so that it soon chips and ex- Eden.
on Nov. 26.
in South Brooksville.
! to Lincolnville.
John Abram and wife and Mrs. M. F.
Mrs. Harry Saunders and Miss Hattie poses the metal. Aluminum is probably j
The dance Saturday evening was unusuThe ladies’aid society of the Methodist
1
the best ware on the market a9 yet.
It is Harding spent Thanksgiving with M. C.
church will hold its annual fair and sale were in Belfast last week.
Delicious ice-cream
ally well attended.
is
or
not
to
but
it
Ellsworth.
and
wife
at
economy
pay
Abram
expensive,
An interesting
was served by Ray Gray.
; Friday evening, Dec. 4.
Ira Hamilton and wife are home from
Arrangements
the
for
that
three
times
price
something
Miss Georgia Richards, who attends Bar have been made for the next dance on
musical program by the members of the North Sedgwick for a few days.
as
as
the
will
last
ten
times
long
cheaper Harbor high school, spent the Thanksgiv- Christmas eve.
faculty and students of the E. M. C. S.
Hannah Perkins is very ill of erysipelas
thing?
G.
L.
will be given.
ing recess with her parents,
at the home of her son, B. W. Grindle.
such
as
Labor-savers,
vacuum-cleaners, Richards and wife.
dODrrtisnimua
The Bucksport friends of Marshall
Weasel is quite ill.
Her if carpets are used, washing devices, !
Mrs. Mary
G. L. Foster and wife, Victor Gooch and
Downing and wife, of St. Louis, Mo., were daughter, Mrs. William Howard, is with
and
dustless
wringers,
mops
dusters, long- j wife and Mrs. Emma
Higgins, of Bar
! pained to learn of the death of their son
her.
handled dust pans, should be in every
j Harbor, were Thanksgiving guests of Mrs.
The remains arrived |
28.
j George on Nov. and
home.
A
kitchen
cabinet
is
a
labor-saver
! A. M.
Fred Hawes sold three cows, two pigs
the funeral was held
Higgins and B. H. Higgins.
: here Saturday,
and some sheep to Belfast parties last as well as a great saver of room. A breadH.
Nov. 30.
at the residence of MBs Elizabeth C.
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
is
a
in
a
mixer, especially
large family,
Mrs. week.
afternoon.

PLUMBING,

Sunday
Snowman,
Downing was formerly Miss Gertrude McFinland, and for several years before her
marriage made her home with her auut,
Miss Snowman.
JNov. 30.
_

I

C.

Nov. 30.

_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Schooner Nelson McFarland is here unloading freight for the local merchants.
S.

Brainard Condon has returned from

a

NORTH BLUEH1LL.
hunting trip, bringing a fine deer.
Cecil Osgood and wife, of Bluehill,
Mrs. A. E. Wescott spent last week with
relatives in Aroostook county.
spent Thanksgiving with her parents, E.
wife.
James L. Saunders has returned from I J. Snow and

employed.

Gray,
spent
to Orono MonMrs. A. M. Franks, of Bath, is caring ! giving at home, returned
for her mother, Mrs. Abbie Cushing, who ! rt«yMiss Agnes Dodge, of Brooksville, who
is ill.
meats; AND .PROVISIONS.
at the Mitchell house,
A pleasant party was given at me nome has been employed
I
Beef, ft.
25*40
home.
of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hinckley Saturday has returned
Native veal, ft.
18*®
L.
Dec. 1.
Bertha
Miss
in honor of
Native lamb, ft.
25*35 afternoon,
Dunbar Hinckley’s
BLUE HILL FALLS.
Balt pork, ft.
15 Hinckley’s and Hulda
15
birthdayB. About fifteen members of the
Lard, ft.
Abram Duffle and wife are visiting in
families were present.
FLOUR. FEED AND GRAIN.
Boston.
Flour, bbl.
#6.® *7.00
Harry E. Bowden, of Brockton, Mass.,
Cecil Gray and family spent Thanks7 00&7.50 Frank M., of Stonington, Irvin N., of
fancy brands, bbl.
with his parents.
1 70
Corn. bag,( wnole, cracked or meal,
of giving
Susan
Mrs.
and
Sanborn,
Bluehill,
1.70 31.75
Short*, mixed feed and middling*.
Mrs. A. P. Nevin closed her cottage
of
home
the
at
Sunday
Brooksville, spent
166
Oats, bag (?}bU).
Nov. 25, and left for New York.
their parents, Nathaniel Bowden and
are
Townsend & Mayo
building a
This is the first time they bad
wife.
bungelow for Mrs. Haskell at the Point.
been together for eighteen years.
BAKGENTVICLE.
D.
Mrs. Florence Flye and family spent
Nov. 30._
Mrs. Marietta Dority has returned to
Thanksgiving with her parents, A. T.
her scbool in Herman.
AMHERST.
Conary and wife.
Walter H. Sargent is spending a few
Crumbs.
Nov. 30.
closed Nov. 25 for two weeks.
Schools
days With his parents, Capt. B. C. Sargent
and w ife.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
week.
Mrs. Charles Mason left Friday for her Elsie Crosby last
Mrs. Q. W. Colwell and daughter Edna,
old home in Bridgton.
Miss Vera Haslera is visiting relatives of Prospect Harbor, are visiting at C. S.
Colwell’s.
Charles K. Foster is spending a few days in Bangor.
in Franklin.
Rev. Wilfred Harrison, of Freeport,
Mrs. Robert Diver returned to Dorcheswith friends here.
ter, Mass., Friday, accompanied by her
Miss Ruth Sargent has returned to spent Thanksgiving
will
W'aterville, where she is attending scbool. Miss Florence Ellis, of Bangor,church brother, Johnny Wood.
in the Congregational
hold
services
L. A. Penney, wife and little daughter
Mrs. Mary Ware, of Sedgwick, is spendhere this winter.
andE. H. Carter and wife, of Bangor, were
ing the Winter with Mrs. H. B. Harding.
C. H. Nickerson, who has been visiting guests at R. H. Young’s over ThanksgivHerbert W. Hooper has gone to Boston,
his mother, Mrs. 1. W. Nickerson, bas re- ing.
*here he has employment.
Nov.
turned to his home in Myra.
30._W.
Boy H. Qrindal left last week for Boston
8DBNov. 30.
to Join the steamer Gov.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Dingley.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. Abbie Byard, of Sedgwick, is visitA pleasant surprise was given Mr. and
ing her sister, Mrs. V. L. Sargent.
Vi u vi arcia Burrill is acting as clerk Mrs. Irvin Springer last night at their
Mrs. Phebe Hinckley is visiting her chil- for P. H. Vose Co., Bangor, during the new and attractive home on the Pond road,
when forty-five of their friends gave them
dren in Massachusetts.
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Springer,
Mias Alta Black, who is attending Ban- a house-warming.
Mrs. Wesley France has returned from
who have a host of friends, were the rehome for the Thanksgor high school, was
of
a
fine
morris chair, a large
Bangor, where she visited her daughter.
cipients
rocker and sevefal other gifts. The ladies
W. L. France is at home from Meshop- giving recess.
and
cake, and a happy
carried
ice-cream
L. R. Black has returned to Greenville social
P«n, Pa.
eveniug was spent. Tne guests dewith his
Thanksgiving
after
spending
parted at a late hour wishing them a long
Maynard Gray, of Milton, Mass., is at
and wife.
life and happiness.
parents, W. W. Black
home for the winter.
Echo.
Dec. 1.
J. F. Cowing and wife held an enjoyable
Nov. 30.
Sim.
Islesboro,

yellow.

Coffee. ..
Tea, ft.
Molaa»e*. gal..

not

$5.00
$6jOO

every woman in the land. How is she going to vote wisely unless she haj time to

NEWS.,

This

Farmers In
Week’* Price Change*.

New*

wants to be

woman

wife and mother,
but also as
In many of our
states the woman has as many civic duties
as her husband.
It is only a question of
time when those duties will be shared by

and mixing it with soda, or using sour milk,
may be discarded with profit. The high cost and
scarcity of cream of tartar furnishes a temptation
to unscrupulous dealers to substitute an adulterated
product, which may be either lime phosphates or
alum, that will change the baking strength and
may spoil the food.

Good

less time at her household duties

that the modern

tartar

KLLS WORTH MARKKTS.

to

$5-oo
A Few

her mother or her grandmother did?
These questions can be answered in
many ways. I vrtii give but a few suggestions.
Perhaps the foremost reason is

Royal Baking
Powder, which is made from highly refined, pure
cream of tartar.
First, because the price of Royal
has not been changed and it will do perfect work;
second, because food made with Royal Baking
Powder will be finer and more palatable; and
finally, because it insures the absence of all danger
from alum or similar unwholesome products.
The old-fashioned custom of buying cream of
more

$3-50

TO

than

great

and much

spend

to

$3-50

where he has been

Miss

Ethel

who

80 488
40*65
4^*65

_

_

Thanks-

great labor-saver. If electric pow er is at
hand, an electric washing machine will
pay for it9elf in a short time.
The tools should be so arranged that
everything is convenient. Tools that are
used every day should be kept close at
hand so that no motion shall be lost.

Money can be saved by buying
quantities. Usually there

and in

enough in
is

a

ply

on

leaks

of time

so

storage, and it
well to have a sup-

as

that

cooker.

An

electric iron not only

fuel in summer, but energy.
Women should be as particular
the choice
and after
care

BORN.
CARD—At Ellsworth, Nov 28, to Mr and Mrs
Waldo S Card, a daughter.
GRA Y—At Deer Isle, Nov 12, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph A Gray, a daughter.

anywhere.

Fuel may be saved by using the right
kind of utensil and by the use of a tireless

for

of

a

tool

as

gettidg it,

it is

possible

saves

about
to

be,

should know how

to

it to get the best service from it.

uM.v husband is a pogonotomist; is
yours?” asked Mrs. Puton-Ayres at the
reception.
“Why-er-no,” Mrs. Bride
stammered,

“Jack

confusedly.

really

doesn’t care much for those scientific
studies.” Reaching borne, the first thing
she did was to take down the dictionary,
when she found that a pogonotimist is a
Boston Tranman who shaves himself.
—

LIST.

ISancock County Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Sid Nov 28, schs Crescent (Br). Percy 13 (Br), Doane (Br), Moonlight, all lumber laden bound west; tug Cumberland with cargo; sch Rozella
In port Nov 30, sch James L Maloy

room

The expenditures should be
we can tell if there are

hand.

watched

is

houses for

our

saving

for cash

Work and

MARINE

MARRIED.
At Manset (Southwest
CLARK—LAWTON
Harbor), Nov 26, by Rev Frank P Dresser,
—

Miss Helen T Clark to Fred W Lawton, both
f Southwest Harbor.
COFFIN —M’NULTY—At Ellsworth, Nov 28,
by Rev P F Flanagan, Miss Mildred ACofllu,
of Northeast Harbor, to James M McNuity,
2nd, of Bangor.
FRIEND—GRANT-At Sedgwick, Nov 26, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Grace Friend to
Raymond Grant, both of Sedgwick.
FURNESS—LORD—At Ellsworth, Nov 26, by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Reta Furness, of
Ellsworth, to Bradford H Lord, of Hermon.
HUGUENOT—HART—At Bucksport, Nov 25,
Miss Marie L
bv Rev Newton S Swazey,
Huguenot to Frank T Hart, both of Bucksport.
WILLEY—KENNEY-At Bangor, Nov 12, by
Rev A A Smith, Miss Ida Belle Willey, of
Ellsworth, to Gny W Keoney, of Bangor.
At Bucksport, Nov 26, by
PERRY—LOVE
Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Evelyn Perry to
Edward Patrick Love, both cf Lewiston.
At North Brooksville,
WOOD—SPOONER
Nov 28. by Rev W G Bradeen, Miss Elsie
Warren Wood, of Taunton, Mass, to Frank
E Spooner, of Brooksville.

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.
KLLS WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO PA1T, NO WASH KB.'
Ml kinds of lunndrv work done at short notloe.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
ICstpy Building, stalest..
Ellsworth, Me

Fox
Walter

Trapping

Bray, Orlaud, Me.,

fox, 34 mink;
North
Thomas Callahan,
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamp for testimonials and
Warranted
terms.
land,
Bait and
water, snow sets.
scent in piutiars.for sale by
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland,
Maine.

caught

24

Commission JHtrcijants.

—

script.
aiibertismmv,

PURE RICH BLOOD
PREVENTS DISEASE
Bad blood,—that is, blood that is
impure or impoverished, thin and
pale,—is responsible for more ailments than anything else.

It affects every organ and function.
In some cases it causes catarrh; in
others, dyspepsia; in others, rheumatism; and in still others, weak, tired,
languid feelings and worse troubles.
It is responsible for run-down
conditions, And is the most common
cause of disease.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
purifier and enricher of the blood the
world has ever known. It has been
wonderfully successful in removing
scrofula and other humors, increasing
the red-blood corpuscles, and building
up the whole system. Get it today.

—

Kf

BOSTON

^MISSION MERCHANT

DIED.
At Verona, Dec 1, Myra K, wife of
CLAY
William Clay, aged 64 years.
DELANO—At Verona. Nov 30, Guy Delano,
son of Mr and Mrs Alpheus Delano, aged 24
^
years.
GILLEY —At Baker's Island, Nov 24, Capt
Charles Adelbert Gilley, aged 66 years, 11
months, 27 days.
GOODWIN—At Ellsworth, Nov 28, Louisa J,
widow of Capt Samuel A Goodwin, aged 69
years, 6 months, 13 days.
LAWRENCE
Birch Harbor, Nov 24, Mrs
Calvin Lawrence.
PARTRIDGE—At Bar Harbor. Dec 1, Arthur
Partridge, aged about 70 years.
RICH—At Wiuterport, Nov 16, Mrs Laura L
Rich, aged 83 years, 2 months, 4 days.
SPUR LING—At Gouldsboro, Nov 25, Emily,
wife of E J Sparling.
8TANLEY—At Otter Creek, Nov 24, Frederick
Alonso Stanley, aged 78 years, 6 months, 29

WANT

—

—

days.
TAPLLY—At West Brooksville, Nov26, Emily
8 Wasson, widow of Capt John P Tapley,
aged 72 years, 3 mouths, 8 days.
TINCKER—At Boston, Nov 26, Marie Louise,
daughter of the late (Hon Richard Tincker,
of Ellsworth.

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.
professional Cares.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portand, lor furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Ollyer Typewriters typewriter supplies
Our. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

COUNTY

NEWS.

! Fitzgerald,

WEST FRANKLIN.

Smith, of Hancock,

was

PARTRIDGE COVE.
H.

A.

busi-

a

by adoption—Mrs.

sister

a

*
Services were held at the
home Thursday afternoon.
C.
Nov. 30.

Miss Dorothy Clark is visiting in Bangor and Sullivan.
Charles

and

Frank Randall.

Mears

has

C. 8. Cousins has
for S. S.

work

home

been at

days.
Joseph Carter, wife and
Henry and D. M. Hardison are cutting
been visitiug in Sedgwick.
pulp wood for George S. Hardison.
visitor in town

ness

a

few

Tuesday.

small

a

of

crew

Scammon

men

lot’’.
Amos Clark and wife have dosed their
house and gone to New Hampshire for the

Rock hens

night recently.
Reuel Bartlett and family and Mime*
Maud and Jennie Caraick, of Ellsworth,

winter.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Harry Rice left last week Vo join
her husband in Bosion for tbe winter.
Mrs. Lucinda Harmon, who has been
seriously ill the past week, is improving.
Mrs. Henry Tracy has returned from
after a six weeks' visit with
her daughter.
She seems much better for
the rest and change.
Brunswick

Mrs. Jane Grin dal, who has been with
Mrs. McDonald, has returned home.
Some one entered Nelson Young’s henhouse and took sixteen
fine Plymouth

at

the “Ticket

on

children have

COUNTY NEWS.

one

accident occurred early last
motor launch in tbe harbor

A serious
week

on

a

whereby Bar tie M<Ca*!in,
who has

a young
here the

employed

been

man

past

by escaping gas
fly wheel of the engine,
catting his head quite severely.
nesday.
Joseph Leighton, wife and children, of
Tbe Y. M. C. A. director, Mr. Daviea,
Bar Harbor, were at William Emery’s
and
Will
Seldon
Smith
Joseph Higgins,
Mrs. Emery returned with gave an interesting series of stereopticon
Rollins were successful hunters last week, fast week.
pictures of the life of Christ Sunday eventhem for a visit.
each securing a nice deer.
ing at the Congregational church, the
and
son
wife
Shirley,
Perry Hodgkins,
Hollis Kay, Lester Orcutt and Gerald
pastor assisting with a song service and
of Marlboro, and John Gilpatrick, of East
McKenzie have been taking a few days’
reading descriptions of the scenes. Mr.
with
Mrs.
Lamoine,
spent Thanksgiving
outing at Camp Bonne Foi.
Ryan, general secretary of the Y. M. C.
Allie McDonald.
Miss Ella Jarvis, of Surry, who is teachA., was present*
Clarence Young and wife came home
ing at East brook, spent Thanksgiving
George Harmon met with an accident a
Saturday. He has been employed on Capt.
with S. S. Scammon and wife.
few days ago which will probably lay him
Holt’s boat.
Mrs. Youog has been teachA large number of young people atup for a few days if not weeks. In geting at Lafnoine corner.
tended tbe Thanksgiving nail at Eastting his freight to the wharf be slipped
Nov. 30.
Htbrajid.
and a boxed piano crushed against his
brook, and report an enjoyable time.
ankle. It was thought at first the ankle
The portable saw mill will begin a twoWALTHAM.
was broken, but the physician’s verdict
Donnell’s
months' job
of sawing on
Those who attended the dance at the hall
Galen Orcutt and P. T. Clark were busivisitors in Ellsworth and Surry Wed-

spent Thanksgiving at Henry Bartlett’s.

ness

stream

near

the farm of

Fred Bunker.

Thanksgiving eve, report
The- Helpeomebow club will have a
Christ man sale at Asa Colby's post office
a

Smith and Thomas Goodwin
home from Long Cove, where they

Norman
are

at

have

been

at

work

stone

on

several

building, Saturday, Dec. 5.
Frank Manchester, of Northeast Harbor, joined his wife, who has been here
for several weeks, for a few days' banting.

months.

Miss Adah Savage

Thanksgiving

home for the
Bradford, and

was

from

recess

Beulah Hardison from Bucksport, where
they have been teaching.
Lewis Shuman has moved his family

Harriet Archer and Mrs. Pike, who
guests of Mrs. Archer’s parents, Arvill Jordan and wife, returned to
Brewer Saturday.
Mrs.

have been the

camp at the “Brailey farm”, where
a job of yarding logs ana spool
wood. Cecil Grindle and Clyde Clark are
into

he has

at

paving-cutters’ union,

the

tracts

hand there

on

and with

signs

are

quarried

has been
livan the

ing

the

laat

and

month

of

shipped

good

a

More

winter in the stone business.

con-

stone

from Sul-

than for years dur-

time.

same

days

few

a

here.

Smith is suffering from
of rheumatism.

Charles E.
attack

se-

a

Georgie Morse spend Thanksgiving with their parents, Clarence Morse
Maud and

and wife.

John

T. Clark is

home

where he has been

visiting his

Idis Bracey.
Mrs. Mary

Cousins

A.

home, after visiting
George Springer.

her

Bangor,
daughter,

from

has

returned

daughter,

Nov. 30.

Mrs.

Merceda.
FRANKLIN.

Eugene Bunker
for

brief

a

from Norcroes

is home

stay.

Clarence Young and wife, of Brooksviile, visited in town last week.

The Baptist society will hold its annual
sale at the
Baptist vestry

Christmas
Dec. 16.
Misses

Muriel

and

Eirena DeBeck

re-

University of Maine Sunday
after spending Thanksgiving recess at
turned to the
home.

William Lawrie
the

was

of the

occasion

host this year

family

dinner

on

given

Thanksgiving day at the home of his
sister, Mrs. Nettie Dyer.
Mrs. L. F. Springer entertains the X. E.
C. this week.

Mrs.

hostess last week.
a

record for

fancy

J. W. Blaisdell was
The organization has

needlework.

The ladies’ aid society is planning for
its Christmas sale Thursday and Friday,
Dec. 10 and 11, at the Methodist vestry.
A chicken supper will be served one

home

her.

for

Thanksgiving

a crew

the

of

men

East brook

They

will

move

lumbering and sawing at
lumber company’s mill.
in this week.

Nov. 30.

B.
_

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Frank Crabtree has returned
hunting trip.

from

a

successful
There

will

be

schoolhouse next

Carlton

pie sociable at
Saturday evening.

a

the

Leon Stewart got a deer
Thursday, and M. B. Joy and G. L. Stewart got one Friday.
Miss Tillie E. Martin, of Bar Harbor,
and Mr. Flynn were guests of C.
M.
Martin Thanksgiving.
and

Miss Eva M.
in Bar

Harbor,

Dunham,
was a

is teaching
guest of Miss Adelia
who

G. Clark daring the Thanksgiving
Nov. 30.

recess.

M.

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Crane, of Seal Harbor,
is visiting here.
Mrs. Frank Randall, of Harrington, and
N. A. Fitzgerald, of Port Clyde, were
called here last week by the death of Mrs.
Calvin Lawrence.
Nov. 24 the community was saddened by
the death of Celia, wife of Calvin Lawrence, after a long illness from a complication of diseases. She was a life-long resident, excepting for a few months spent in
West Goulds boro this season. Besides her
husband, she leaves two daughters by a
former marriage—Mrs. Alton Bunker and
Miss Mabel Stevens, one brother—N. A.
Prompt Action Will Stop Tour Cough
When yon first catch a Cold (often indicated by a sneexe or cough), break it up at
The idea that •‘it does not matter"
once.
The
often leads to serious complications.
remedy which immediately and easily penetrates the liuing of the throat is the kind demanded. Dr. King's New Discovery soothes
You feel
the irritation, loosen the phlegm.
better at once
“II seemed to reach the very
of
is
one
of
honest
Cough,"
many
spot
my
testimonials. 60c. at your Druggist.

were

Herbert Phillips and wife, of Ellsworth;
Mrs. Harriet Archer and children, of
Brewer; Mrs. Rosa Bragdon and family,
of Franklin; Aiden Morse and wife, of
Bar Harbor; Mrs. Julia Alien and Mrs.
Philip Giles, of Eden, and Harvard Has-

iem,

Bangor.

of

a

severe

braise.

Dr. Johnson, of Washington, i« having
new road built leading to the lot he
purchased on the back shore, and will
have a bungalow built near the Cooper
cottage before another season. The name
being similar tbe new cottager, was given
last week as the Johnson who occupied
the white
cottage of Schuvler Clark,
which the family will no doubt rent

H.

gee*.

Mrs. L E. Ralph, president of St. Msry’s
auxiliary, presented a plan for
procuring garments and other supplies
needed.
She suggested
dividing the
community into twelve districts, and of
appointing a committee of one in each
district to solicit hospital garments and
also garments for the refugees. The following committee, of which Mrs. Ralph
woman's

for another

season.

a

Spray.

_

home from Mil-

The wedding of Walter A. Fuller, of
Boston, son of Mr. and Mrs. George R.
Fuller, of this place, and Marjorie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy R. Frank, of
Bangor, took place Thursday evening at
bride’s

parents.

Rev.

Charles A.

Mrs. Louise Norwood

Redding

and

children,
California, are

in

was

town last

superintending

the moving of her
Mrs. Norcottage.
wood has rented her cottage to Mrs. H. 8.
Mitchell.

furniture

from

ber

gor.

Other interesting papers were read and
promise* of funds and garments made at
the close of the evening.

Charles Salisbury, of Pittsfield, returned
Saturday from a visit at his
boyhood home here,
borne last

Walter Cutbbertsou and wife visited at
homes of her sisters,
Mrs. Everett
Higgins and Mrs. George Graves, Thanks-

giving.
Mrs. Eben Warren’s three sisters end
husbands
Fred Stevenson, of Bangor;
John Hopkins, of Trenton, and James
Lynch, of Ellsworth, came up in Air.
Hopkins’ car for supper Friday evening.
It was an enjoyable family meeting.

her

home.

NORTH HANCOCK.

Stratton, wife
Egypt Sunday.

Carl
in

and

children

visited

Friends of Mrs. Ida Springer are glad to
improving, after her recent

know she is

operation.
Leon and Carlton Stewart were
among
the lucky huntere last week, securing a

large

buck.

Mrs. Charles Wooster and Miss Edythe
of Ellsworth, were guests Sunday of
Mrs. M. B. Joy.

Joy,

Merle Googius and Lee Joy returned to
Charleston Monday, after spending the
Thanksgiving recess with their parents.
Nov.

X._Ajton.
Peterson entertained the Rev. Mr.

Forsythe and family Thanksgiving.
Irving Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, visited
his sister, Mrs. Frank Babbidge, this
week.

With much sorrow friends here learned
the sudden death of Capt. Willard
Staples, of Atlantic. He was ill only
of

about

seven

hours.

Nov. 27.
Doan’s

griping,

Chips.

Regulets
nausea,

constipation without
any weakening effect.
for them.
26 cents per

cure

nor

Ask your druggist
bo*.—Advt.

ana

Gabriel's

rendered

J. J.

by

a

Heath.

The selections

“Saul,”

oratorio,
chorus

were

of

twenty-four
voices. Members of the chorus are Mrs.
Lelia,Rumill, Mrs. Cora Mitchell, Mrs.

Exact

Abram Warren’s bunting party, Otba
Jellison and brothers. Dr. E. J. Morrison

%

Copy

of

Wrapper.

m eiMt«v«ee«MST.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
BED CROSS WORE.

prominent men of Bar Harbor,
successful bunting last week in the
regions of Beech Hill lake. Other successful hunters were Willis C. Salisbury’s
party—Herbert Salisbury snd James
Clark, of Ellsworth Falls; several from
Bangor, and Harold Kent, of Eddington,
got their deer. Mr. Salisbury’s camp at
were

cess.

Miss Lillian Scammon was home from
Beals business college for the Thanksgiv-

ing

recess.

Maurice Lymburner and wife, of Bar
are

visiting

Mrs.

Lymburner's

parents, C. B. Young and wife.
Horace Stratton was home from Higgins
classical institute for the Thanksgiving
recess. Carroll Wentworth, of Charleston,
was his guest.
Mrs. Harold G. Foss, who has been a
guest at the home of her parents, A. B.
Crabtree and wife, for two weeks, will

Thursday

for her home in

Melrose,

Mass.

Nov.

24,

the

Neighbor-

O. W. Foss

COUNTY

was

the

scene

*o*« cm.

NEWS. Woman’s Devotion

to

SALISBURY COVE.

Drinking Men

The curse of strong drink is the great«*«t burden
upon helpless women tod
innocent children,
iu the mansion! of

Miaa Myrle Sleeper, the teacher here,
•pent Thanksgiving week with her par
ents in Bar Harbor.

the

rich,

cottages

the

snd hovel*

alike,

Natt Ellie Young and wife, of Portland, thousands ot n.»ble women are each day
suffering the “agonies of a thousand
were gueats of Mr. Young’s parents.
Capt. ! deaths” because of the affliction of a dear
P. H. Young and wife, Thanksgiving day. one.
We advise women to treat and handle
Miss Hue Haynes DeLaittre, who is
men who are diseased by alcoholic or drw1
teaching in Marlhpro, spent Thanksgiving poisoning the same an they would if it
day with her motber, Mrs. Nettie De- were typhoid fever or other *wn<iushuman
ailment that is. advise and urge, almost
force them It
to
secure
necessary,
necessary medical treatment.
We invite personal call* snd letter* at
the NEAL INriTITlTK,
117 Pleasant

Laittre.
■

Miss Sadie McFarland, teacher in the
primary grade at Hull’s Cove, spent the
week-end with her parents, Lester McFarland and wife.
Alston Inland and

family,

who

are

liv-

Tel.

Ave.,
from

!

Portland,

4216,

Me.

who

seek
advice or
>ih
them
the
and buaine.** confidence and
treatment as they receive from toeir family physician, minister or banker at their
ow n homes.
Ask for address of one Dearest you of other
women

help, and
professional

assure

Bar Harbor, bave been spending
several days recently at tbeir home here.
|
Friday evening they deligbtly entertained
their friends. Games, music and singing
;
were enjoyed.
Mr. Leland entertained 60 N'eal Institutes in Principal CltlM.
;
i them with clog-dancing. Delicious reKatlroaba anb steamboats.
i freshments were served by Mrs Leland.
Nov. 28.
B.

ing

in

WE8T TREMONT.
The

benefit

ball

George Colson,

who

was

well attended.

given Nov. 1? tor
lost his home by Are,
Proceeds, $22.

“The Headless Horseman” was given by
West Tremont grammar school at K. of Pball Nov. 18.
Proceeds, flO, for the school l

library.
Ashbury A. Lopaus leaves for Boston
to-day for a week's visit. His wife, who
has been there sinoe October, will return

QUARRIES, FACTORY LOCATIONS, MILL SITES. FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

with him.
Schools closed Friday, after a successful
term of nine weeks.
The teachers left
for tbeir respective homes. Miss Marsh,
the grammar teacher, for Eddington, and
Miss Raymond for Bowdoinham. Miss
Helen Reed accompanied Miss Marsh
home for a visit, tbeu will spend Thanksgiving with her sister Emma in EllsNov. 23.

the

Water Powers,

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material,
and
Good

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Benjamin Havey ana wife visited Mrs.
Havey’s sister at Tunk Sunday.

the line ot

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Thklma.

J. B. Gordon is quite ill.
Roe* Bowden, who teaches at Tunk, is
spending her vacation at home.

on

Rive opportunity to those desiring to mat*
a change in location for a new start in life-

worth.

G. W. Colson has moved into the house
and

Await

Farming Land

Development.

Communications reeardinc location*
invited and will receiv- attention
tM
when addressed to any »S' iit of
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

wife

Charles Stanley and Andrew Bennett
spent the week-end in Bangor on business.

The Thanksgiving ball at Ward’s ball
of a community
meeting in the interests of the Red Cross. Friday night was a success as usual. SupThe Woman’s club, which has taken the per was served.
initiative in the work, has solicited the
A wedding took place at the home of
co-operation of the various lodges and Mr. and Mrs. Owen Clark Thursday, Nov.
societies, representatives of which have 26, at 6 p. m., when their daughter Helen
formed a committee for the furtherance was married to Fred Lawton. Rev. F. P.
of the work.
Dresser officiated. Shortly after the wedThe meeting was well attended, and ding, the young people serenaded them,
much interest was shown by both men and were invited in and served with iceand women. Mrs. J. H. Knowles, chair- cream and cake.
Then the bride and
man of the Red Cross committee of the
groom left by automobile for Bar Harbor
Woman’s club, called the meeting to on their way to Massachusetts, where they
will spend the winter.
order, and stated briefly its purposes.
Miss Sophia Lee gave a short history of
Nov. 30.
Lilac.
hood house

••««*

/

entertained as formerly occupied Uy Oscar Nelson.
Thanksgiving guests, C. H. Abbott and
The paving-cutters’ bill has been signed,
wife, George Black, Gertrude Foes and and the men have commenced work.
Mary Lunt, Mrs. Lucy Pervear, Annie Theodore
Abbott, of Bangor; Edith Foss,
Mrs. Harry Tripp and eon Haroid, of
Pettee, Gladys Swazey, Velma Murphy, of
Waterville; Frederick Johnsou and North Conway, N.
Luriene
H., are visiting here.
Marjorie
Murphy,
Rumill, George A. Faulkner, of Higgins classical
J. B. Havey and family spent ThanksGwendolyn Kelley, Georgia Lunt, Georgia
institute; Ivory H. Foss and wife, Leslie
Reed, Sylvia Reed, Winifred Kelley, and
giving with Mr. Havey’s parents at East
Maynard Foss, of Mt. Desert Ferry;
Ernest Lunt. Seth Harper, Ezra Reed,
H. W. Johnson and wife and Reginald Sullivan.
Willie Swazey, Victor Heath, Arthur
Nov. 30.
H.
Johnson, of this place.
Dunn, Granville Walla, Neal Murphy,
Nov.
C.
30.___
Archie Ober.
The hall and stage were
aim rrnsrm nue
MANSET.
prettily decorated. Supper was served at
\
the close. The receipts were about
STATEMENT OP THE CONDlTIO||
f>0, a
Capt. William King is home for the
part of which was contributed by friends. winter.
or TUB
The money is for the cemetery improveVinal Pierce has moved his family from
ment fund. Mrs. Lelia Rumill, the busiSeawall to the Ocean cottage.
ness manager, is to be congratulated on
The teachers. Miss Webster and MUs
her success.
Nov. 28.
Stover, went home for Thanksgiving.
N.

Tuesday evening,

GOTT'S ISLAND.
Miss

Meath

from

ciotmii

—

leave

to

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

OTIS.
James Jordan and wife spent Thanksgiving with his ancle, Dudley Bunker, of
Trenton.

were shocked and saddened to hear of his
death at his home in Bar Harbor Nov. 24.
Funeral services were held at his old home
here; interment in the family lot.
Nov. 30.
L.

trip

of

is to have the “tag day” on Decem5, coincidental with “tag day" in Ban-

Harbor,

on a

Signature

plan

An entertainment given at the hall
Wednesday evening, Nov. 25, by the
Elliott Benson and wife are in town, choral society, under the directorship of
called here by the illness of Mrs. Jason J. J. Heath, was a success.
Among the
most pleasing numbers were tbe songs
Sargent.
Mrs. Abbie Taft and Mrs. Lizzie Simp- “Peg o* My Heart,” by Misses Georgia
Lunt and Georgia Heed; “Tipperary,” by
son spent Thanksgiving with F. P.
Noyes
Arthur Dunn; a pleasing solo by Granand wife.
ville Walls, and piano music by L. M.
The many friends of Dr. F. L. Wood

who have been

Bears the

snd other

FRANK-FULLER.

week
is

few weeks.

Herbert

Mrs.

spent Thanks-

Always Bought

made
chairman, was appointed:
Mrs. F. I. Phillips, Mrs. E. A Hodgdon,
Mrs. W.S. Holmes, Miss Elizabeth Lee,
Mrs. G. E. Turner, Mrs. E. E. Sinallidge,
Mrs. Nathan
Fennelly, Mrs. Charles
Graves, Mrs. J. H. Fait, Mrs. Hollis
Beavey, Mrs. A. E. Sinclair.
Mrs. C. D. Burr spoke of the splendid
work that is being done in Bangor, describing briefly the plena now being
made for “tag day”.
The meeting decided to have a “tag day" for Northeast
Harbor, and appointed Mr*. J. H.
Knowles chairman of arrangements. The

Moore, D. D., of All Souls’ the lake was decorated with
deer^and
Congregational church, officiating. Tbe
many admirers who caught them with
GREAT POND.
double-ring sendee was used.
their cameras got fine pictures.
There was a dance in the ball Saturday
The bride and groom proceeded to the
The school taught by Mrs. Arthur
night.
parlor through an aisle formed by nine
assisted by parents and neighbors,
Moore,
friends
of
tbe
and
young
lady
bride,
Mr. Davis, of Waterville, came for a
gave an entertainment Wednesday evenall
close
friends
at
wbo
nearly
Wheaton,
short visit to his family Thursday.
ing. It was a success socially and finanwere attired in beautiful
gowns of the
Earl Bracy, of Bangor, a visitor at
The children carried out their parts
colors of chrysanthemums sod carried cially.
took
a
deer
nice
home with
Brandy pond,
exceptionally well. Mrs. Olive Willey
chrysanthemums to match the gowns.
him.
The bride was gowned in white satin was the “hit” of the evening, in her acting
in two or three parts.
Miss Madden, an experienced teacher, charmeuse and carried a shower
After the enterbouquet
of Old Town, close? the fall term of school of white roses and
tainment refreshments were sold.
Prolilies-of-the-valley.
here Thursday.
Words
of
Welcome,
school;
Tbe parlor was decorated in an artistic gram:
Miss Bertha Colson starts Monday for
color scheme of which tbe background Thanksgiving hymn, Viola and Mildred
Southbridge. Mass., to spend the winter was a clever design of palms and yellow Johnson; recitations, Carroll Salisbury,
Viola Johnson, Alford Willey, Madelle
with her uncle, Oscar Davis.
chrysanthemums. In the dining-room
Grant, Doris Moore; charade, “Calling on
Mrs.
Mathew Laughlin, of Bangor, and library the design was carried out in
the Doctor;” recitations, Helen Willey,
made her mother a short visit and took pink chrysanthemums.
Ida Salisbury; dialogue, Ralph Lally,
An informal reception followed and reher little niece, Grace Fisher, home with
Cassie Johnson and Olive Willey; recitefreshments were served.
her for the winter.
Mr. aud Mrs. Fuller left on the 8 o’clock tion, Mildred Moore; quotations, school;
James Mclninch, of Old Town, who has
train for Boston, and will reside at 14 dialogue, Mildred Johnson, Ida Salisbury,
spent several weeks here for his health, is
and Florence Willey; recitation, Frances
Church street. East Milton. They were
much improved. His son George came to
the recipients of many beautiful and val- Grant; dialogue, Olive Willey, Madelle
accompany him home.
Grant, Ida and Carroll Salisbury; tableau,
uable presents.
Misses Inez Williams, Hazel Avery,
The bride is possessed of a musical “Old Time Thanksgiving,” school.
Bertha Colson and Lucy and Ella Colburn,
Nov. 30.
Davis.
talent of high order, and has been heard
chaperoned by Mrs. Haynes, were invited by Bangor people in recitals, with rare
HANCOCK.
to Alligator for a Thanksgiving banquet.
pleasure. The groom, is a Harvard gradA fine time is reported.
Walter Hodgkins and wife are visiting
uate and now private secretary to William
in Bangor and Lewiston.
Nov. 29.
fc.
N. Whitman, president of the William N.
Wyman Beal, of Hallowell, was a
Whitman Co., of Boston!
WEST GOULDS BORO.
Thanksgiving guest of C. A. Crabtree and
Mrs. Epps Sargent is ill.
wife.
SEAL COVE.
F. F. Hill, of Dorchester, is at J. A.
Kenneth Crabtree
was
home from
School closed Nov. 20, after a successfel
Hill's for a few days.
Hebron academy for the Thanksgiving reterm taught by Miss Gladys Yeaton.
wife

The Kind You Have

the

Nov. 30.

the

For Infants and Child™*

was

a

the home of

Nov. 30.

bridge for

Walter Lawrie, who closes his grocery
business here for the winter, will employ

and

ligaments

and three sisters survive him.

accompanied

evening.
The Nutting portable steam saw mill, of
Eric Soderholtz and
Bath, has been shipped here f£om Bucksport, and is operating on land of Fred giving in Bar Harbor.
Bunker. Later it will be moved to other
Miss Ruby Sargent
lumber lands.

strained

Jordan

Mrs.

Those

_

overcome

the

will operate the coming winter.
Ethel Williams is cooking for them.
Mrs. R. H. Jordan was called to Bangor
Thursday by the illuess of her son Wilbusiness college
son, who.is attending
there. He was taken
to the
Eastern
Maine general hospital.
Miss Marion

they

I

was

on

The sudden death of Capt. Charles Gilley
on Nov. 24, at his home on Baker’s Island,
is deeply regretted by his friends here,
who appreciated his
genial nature aod
honest integrity of character. Capt. Gilley
suffered a paralytic stroke on Nov. 22. He
will be greatly missed in his home and by
his neighbors on tbe island.
He was
buried in tbe family lot.
One brother

Echo.

Nov. 30.

Foster Marston is spending

vere

Vernon and Harold Hasiem have built
camp near the Grant homestead, where

a

work for him.

It is reported that an agreement has
been reached between the association and

tine time.

was

season,

and fall

AObittmnunti.

origin and work of the Red Cross, and
outlined in detail the present need tor relieving the suffering in Europe. She read
circulars and letters from the American
Red Croas, giving lists of garments and
other supplies needed for the sick and
wounded, and also for the Belgian refuthe

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE._

Eastern Steamship

Corporation. No-

Winter

Effect

Fares. In
vember

Mount Desert and
To Boston

Blueblll Lines.
,5

','L.

From Bar Harbor
Blueblll

90

Sedgwick

MoudaJ***1

Leave Bar Harbor 10 00 a m
»*
Tburvdaye tor deal Harbor, Northeast
Southwest Harbor, »tonln»ton. hortb
.team
and Rockland; connecting wltb
Boston.
ThurtLeave Blueblll S.00 a oi Monday. *
daye for South Blueblll. Bfuotil".
Lie. Sargenivllle. *»“lh
Eagemoggln. Dark Harbor
6 00 a •
Returning, Meaner leave. tor »* lurMt
Saturdays
and
We.lnea.iaya
and Intermediate landing*,]av, and
Leaves RockLnd 6a0 a m
latermedl*
Saturday* for Blueblll and

'*^

Ibir

‘“Ji

“^5"

Bof*1*"1

»<1Md-

special Friday trip- Lee”
Sargentfor Hark Harbor, south Brooksvl arm
r;vlog,1
vllle. Deer Lie, Sedgwick, BrookIL.
Rockland I uO p in.
«nd BelCamden
Turbine Meel eteamehlp*
c0°
and Bangor line)
fast
(Boston

ai

n|||.,p*d

the Bar Harbor and BlueblU boats
for Boaton.
u.rborBar H»*
g. L. SMITH. Agent.
Bin
A. M. Hbbsick, Agent

NEffS

fOUNTY

I*’1110*

is visiting at BlueLillian Johnson

ile

w

Addison.

,

.{Jckland,

been

has

who

Ford,
Mass., i. home.
Hobson and wile

u«*ren«mr,
^di.tDeer
Hill and
g

jlpie,
un

.re

were

Miss Grace Friend and
Raymond C.
Grant were married
Thanksgiving day at
t he borne of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. M. E.
rriend. The bride and
groom are among
the highly esteemed
young people of this
place, and good wishes attend them.
Nov. 30.
H

guests of

f»n,‘l.v and Miss Bernice
visiting in Old Town,

from Boston,
Naomi
has been visiting her children.
Allen is home

feereene

who has been in town

the

c. Stanley,
returned to Bangor Saturday.
, ,Kt,
who is teaching at
Win Elsie .Sherman,
Thanksgiving at home,
tone Isl.n spent
t

and wife, who
golind Carter
»Imre Mr. Carter has
gSorry,

have
a

been

weir,

Miss

McManus

spent

recess at her home

in

the

Ban-

gor.

boats

has had his two

Farnsworth

Mrs. Martha Sellers has
opened a fancy
goods store over William
Sellers’grocery
store.

tbs winter.

1/wis Free!hey, of Naskeag, who has
the past year, is serib«nin poor health
ously ill.
Mr..nd Mrs. i'r,'d L- Cole arc receiving
(oajntulatioiis on the birth of a son,
Nov. 26.

Gnorge fiolden

ptttsof

wife

and

where

InrM.ssacbusi us,

leavo

to-day

tbey.will

be the

their children.

William .‘Sylvester has moved his family
get to Sedgw ick, after having lived in

tcwB^nriDg

the

summer.

W. H. Frcvthey and wife, who have lived
g Oilier Hartror this season, have relarned to their borne at the Bay.

Mm. A H. Mayo and Harold IF. Powers,
akowtre called to Boston by the death of
Jim. Lee If. Powers, returned ooincBat-

■hf.
Mrs. A.
give

Margaret

Thanksgiving

arc

worth to tie hauled up fur
gttnio Kiln

born

PENOBSCOT.

«

Miss Callie leach has
gone to Brockton,
Mass., for the winter.

g Homeg L

J- Babson and

to-day

Mrs. M

A.

Koibury, Mass.,

for

School will open Dec. 7;

Flye

where

dry will he the guests of Mrs. Charles
Wtd.
Dowell and family, of Warren*
too. Vi., «re visiting Mrs. Dowell’s patand
wife.
Mrs.
lou, R. W. Smith
Dowell’s friends are pleased to welcome
Jk r borne.
Ernest

MissEffie Bridges went to Belfast Friday on her way to Boston, after the summer here.

|

Cfcorife O. Littlefield and wife went to
Boston .Saturday, after a month at their
home here.
Jasper Leach went to Bangor Monday.
He has accepted a position with the New
York Syndicate.
There will be a grand ball at the town
hall Thursday evening, Dec. 3. Grieve’s

Miss Young

University of

Maine.

School closed

Kebckah circle will hold
i«l**st 1. D <>. F. halt Saturday evening,
Drc.5. There will Ire a parcel-J*mt sale, u
tower tub, fancy articles and cooked food

Tilden Bowden and wife are
receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter. Mr. Bowden and wife are
spending
the winter at Bar Harbor.
A. Williams & Co., with their crew of
Italian laborers, left laBt week for

after

on

Nov. 30.

School* in the grades begin Dec. 7 for
terms, with the following

Y.

Village,

teseber-

Miss

Dim

Mi*'

Luetta

North Brookiin,
llMpMiroe Maddox, of Bluehill; Naskfeag, Miss Rachel Cole.
The many friends of Mabel Foster, wife
dflawli. Posers, of Dorchester, Mass.,

here.
Nov. 30.

Harvard Copp spent Tuesday and Wednesday of last week in Bangor.
Mrs. Sabin Inland has gone to
Lowell,
Mass., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Lura
Snow.
Mrs. Anna

Milton, N. H„
Willey.

Anderson left Friday for
to visit her sister, Mrs.

Miss Marianna

Marshall has gone to

Edward Cameron, who has been visiting
his sister, Mrs. Alfred
MarshaU, has returned to Pittsfield.

Harry Copp and

wife and

__

EAST SURRY.
Miss

Miss Geneva Stinson spent Thanksgiving vacation at home.

of her death at her

morning,

of

blood

poison*

i** of the brain.
Mrs. Powers was ever
willing to lend her am ru everything that
*** for the
advancement of the town,
r
socially or for the church.
Her
borne was always a social center where her
»*u.. iiitfiius
were
wont
to gather.

h.vOMtnpathy
*bo

especially

wwhthwm

is

felt

needs

for her

husband,
helping hand,

her

Friends of Brookiin join

»»n.

in «*ommon sorrow'.

^OT,ao*

Une Femme.

Thursday.

Lutbt-r W BiHgt*
wnbfield, Vt.
School opened
**k’a vacation.

has

this

employment

in

morning, after

a

Levi

Davis Nov. 26.
three years, died Tuesday
He had been in poor

morning,

24.

Nov.

health several

years, but was about a part of the time
until about a week ago.
He had always
lived in this community, and will t>e

greatly missed.

He

kept

the

George Cuter am theater Qrindle have
work in
Northfield, Vt., catling granite.

& C. Long and
wife went to Portland
for a two-weeks’ visit with their
ton, A. I. Long.

Jhrold

(

unary, who ia scalloping with
from Rockland, spent
at home.

to«,TNorm

Mp'ight

went

to

Waltham,

M

l*il of

Fila Lawreuce, of Lubec, is the
Nliss Mary Paris.

Miss Jennie
Clough, who spent the
®.uer in
Cltntou, Conn., is here w ith
*

Edith,

pital. His little daughter Elsie accompanied him. Miss Torrey is getting along
well, and is expected home soon.
The community was saddened last Wed-

Harvey and wife. He leaves ene
daughter—Mrs. Greeley Walls, and one
son
Rev. Fred Stanley, of Hallowell.
Alonzo

—

Funeral services were held at the home
Thursday morning. Rev. A. M. MacDonald, of Bar Harbor, officiating.
Nov. 30.
G.

whenever you

Seven young men of this vicinity took
part in an old-fashioned deer hunt
Thanksgiving day, returning with two
C. P. Dorr, of Ellsworth, and Daniel
Carter, of East Orland, shot a large buck

who

JoProperlyTreat
Rheumatism.

Sore Muscles, Sprains.

““I5**,

bathe the parts aflected
wth hot water, then with the bare
band rub thoroughly with

N. Carter and Leonard Gray,
were married at the home
of 8. A. MoUraw Nov. 14.
L.
Nov. 30.
Mrs. Maud

both of

Surry,

__

°°W», croup, sore throat and touailitia.
25 and 50 cents at dealers.

*■ ^OHSBOS A
00., Lao., Boston, Mass.

PARSONS’ PILLS
Digestion.

,

HHHHH

to teach.

Earl Grindle and wife returned to Bangor Monday after a short visit here.

Amy Sprague

returns to her school in

Franklin Monday, after a week’s vacation.
Chrystal Hutchins has returned to Winterport to complete a thirteen weeks’
Several
sued by
caped.

moose

have

been

hunters in this

Reuben

stifmpage

Grindle
on a

seen

vicinity

sold the
woodlot to Henry

recently

valuable

Dunbar, of East Orland.
Miss Hunting, of Winterport,
school

Colby,

to-day
of

to

succeed

Bucksport,

several terms

with

purbut es-

who has

will

Miss

begin
Nellie

taught

here

success.

Nov. 30.

H.
ORLAND

All are pleased to hear that Edgar R.
Page is improving after a serious illness.
The many friends of Mrs. George Moore,
of East Holden, are pained to learn of the
illness of
her youngest child,
Kenneth. Mrs. Moore’s brother and sister, Arthur Hutchins and Mrs. Howard
Churchill, went to East Holden Monday
to be with their sister during a critical
surgical operation on the little fellow at
the E. M. G. hospital, Bangor.
Nov. 30.
D.

are

been

Harbor with Eben

sounder
better
sleep,
looks,
greater vitality come after the
cleared and the blood purified by

Beecham’s Pills
(The Largest Sale o? Any Medicine in the World)
Sold Everywhere. In boxes, 10c.. 25c.

Whitaker

and

You can conceive of no more acceptable a Christmas present for
your friends away ,frem home than a subscription to The Ellsworth American, the old-home paper of all Hancock County.
It will be to them a weekly reminder of dear friends at home—a
year-round Christmas greeting from the giver.

30._R-

Miss Mattie O. Knight, of Derby, Vt., is
visiting here.
Levi Knight and wife, after a few weeks

with daughters
Mrs. S. T. Lowe,
Gerlrude and Claribel, is visiting her parents in Rockland.

Nov.

are

Fill Out The Blank Below.

home.

L-

26.__

We will mail, to reach the recipient as nearly as possible on
day, a card of greeting from you, announcing the gift.

Publishers

American, Ellsworth, Me.,

Enclosed find
The Ellsworth

for

$1.50
American,

one

year’s subscription to
following

to be sent to the

address:

Name

___

Address

SOUTH SURRY.

DO IT NOW.

Christmas

home.

Massachusetts,
William P. Lowe has had a seven-horse
power engine installed in his sloop.
are

___

Wilder, of Newton Center, spent
week-end at E. M. Cunningham’s.

8. W.
the

Among

those

who

came

home

for

Dexter Young and
were
sisters, Mrs. Forrest Grover,
Mrs. Erie Grover and William Scott and
wife, of Bangor; Howard Cunningham
of Ellsworth; Albert Bhorey
from
and wife and Earle A. Bonsey,
Charleston.
Tbamp.
Nov. 30.
j

Thanksgiving
his

three

and'wife,

This

It’s

remedy

time

opens

drives out all

is

up

gettake

the

poisonous

waste matter aud cures alt danger of
chronic rheumatism. U. A. Parcher sells
Rheuma for 60 cents; satisfaction guar-

Believe that after-dinner distress, remove the cause of lassitude, drowsiWd nessandbeadache, thosymptomeof
INDIGESTION, take nature's remedy
T^X T1 »%T 14 quickly clears
l\l the system by its
1“ l /
Jf JLj i. 1 natural tonic action on the bowy*. -m -T-\-rr ft
■

|N

dARKo Vigor“to awX8

stomach. Clears
the Mood and eradicates Uric Acid.
m' Price 60 cents a bottle at all drug■ gists or from the proprietor,
■ lyman Brown. (8 Murrey Sc. New York City.
>

4V

V—Mi—W
Jicfia. Acutes,
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Statb op Maine.
Hancock as.
fTTAKEN upon an execution which issued
on
a
A.
judgment recovered at the term of
the Supreme Judicial Court held at Ells
worth, within and for the Conn*y of Hancock, i
State of Maine, on the second Tuesday of
October, a. d. 1914, which said judgment
bears date the 27th day of October a. d. 19!4.
and wherein the National Cigar Stands Company, a corporation under the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and having
an established place of “business in the city,
county and State of New York, !s credito
and Edmund M. Staples, of Northeast Harbor, Mt. Desert, in said County of Hancock,
is debtor, as the property of said Edmund M.
Staples, all the right in equity which the said ;
Edmund M. Staples had on the fourth day of
Apiil a. d. 1914 at nine o’clock in the forenoon
(when the same was attached on the original
writ in the action in which the judgment
upon which said execution issued was rendered) to redeem the following described
mortgaged real estate situated in sain Northeast Harbor, in said Hancock countv, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at an iron bolt driven in the
ground on the western side of the road leading to Kimball’s known as Main street at the
northeast corner of a lot of land described as
conveyed in a certain deed from Joseph D.
Phillips to Nellie S. Bunker dated Dec. 3, a.
d. 1898 and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds vol. 330, page 441; thence running
south 83° west one hundred six feet
to
the eastern line of land now or formerly of
Selden R. Tracy, thence northeily but always
following the eastern line of said Tracy
fifty-seven feet to the southwest corner of a
lot of land deeded by said Phillips to Kate J.
Whitmore, and recorded in said registry vol.
352 page 266, thence easterly but following the
southerly line of said Whitmore land to the
westerly side of said road, thence southerly by
the westerly side of said road forty three
feet to place of beginning and containing oneeighth of an acre more or less.
Together with and as appurtenant to the
above described lot a right of way for all purposes of a way over a strip of land four feet
wide adjoining said above described lot on
the south and extending from said town road
to land of said Tracy. Said way to be used in
common
by said Staples and his heirs
and
and
tenants
assigns, owners
of
the premises hereinabove described and the
owners and occupiers of the lot south of said
lot hereinabove described.
Excepting and reserving however out of the
lot above described a light of wav f .r all
purposes of a way over a strip ot land four
feet wide and extending from eaid town road
to land of said Tracy, and said strip of land
to be used in common by the said Staples and
his heirs and assigns, owners and tenants of
the land hereinabove described as to be sold
and the owners and occupiers or the lot south
■of said described lot. Said above described
rights of way to bt eight feet wide and the
centre line of said way to be the first mentioned line in the description of the lot hereinabove described as to be sold. All the foregoing premises and property being the same
described as oonveyed to the said Edmund M.
Staples by the said Joseph D. Phillips by
deed dated Nov.30a. d.. 1908 and recorded in
said registry in book 455 page 321.
The rigbtof redemption taken upon execution as aforesaid and to be sold as hereinafter stated is the right to redeem the above
described premises and property from a certain mortgage given by the said Edmund M.
Staples to the said Joseph D. Phillips dated
Nov.30, a. d. 1908, and recorded in said registry in beok 455, page 323, and originally for
And I shall to satisfy said execution and incidental charges sell said right of redemption
in the above-described property taken upon
execution as aforesaid at public auction, at
the office of Hale & Hamlin, Main stieet, Ellsworth, in said Hancock county, on Friday the
18th day ot December, a. d. 1914, at 2 o’clock
in the afternoon.
V
F. O. Silhby.
Sheriff.
Dated this 17th day of November,a. d. 1914.

A Christmas Present
For All The Year

School closed Friday for a week’s vacation, after a term of progress with Mrs.
Elvira Young as teacher.
H.
Nov.

in

Rheuma.

hold.

$5,000.

Kemick and son, of Bay-side,
visiting at W. S. Cousins’.
A family party of twenty met with E.
M. King and wife Thanksgiving day.
Eben H. King spent Thanksgiving in
Bar

good

and

Improved digestion,
brighter spirits and
has

to

a

term.

Mrs. Oscar

vicinity,

>/(iniment

Christina Hatch has gone to Brockton,

Mass.,

organs,

home from Bar

D.

Tbe result will astonish you.
■N USE OVER IOO YEARS.
This liniment can be used
internally and Externally.
Tsken on sugar or in sweetened wst«r
*
Q'dck, safe remedy for coughs,

been ill, is

has

last week.

W. Torrey, wife and son Wellington,
who have Bpent a few weeks in Boston and

Johnsons

J. M. Huthchins, who
improving.

By common consent of tho legion who have tried them,
Beecham's Pills are the most reliable of all family medicines. This standard family remedy tones the stomach,
stimulates the sluggish liver, regulates inactive bowels.

system

ting

anteed.

WEST SURRY.
John Pert, of South Bluebill, was the
guest of his niece, Mrs. 1. E. Lufkin, last
week.

kidneys

Mrs.
Mabel Clark, with daughter
Hester, and MrB. Edgar Scammons, of
West Franklin, called on Mrs. S. R. Scammons Thanksgiving day.
Miss Hester remained for a visit.
Nov. 30.
B.

troubled with minor ailments of the
that these may soon develop into
more serious sickness.
Your future safety, as well
as
comfort may
your
present
depend cn the
quickness with which you seek a corrective remedy.

digestive

and sore, you may be sure the
are out of order and rheumatism

clogged kidneyB,

NORTH PENORSCOT.

Sent

by
Subscription

___

to

begin

with issue

of__

[If subscription is a renewal of previous gift, please
writing “renewal” in blank for date to begin.]

so

indicate by

|

KHliUMATISM SIGNAI S.
When you suffer from dull pains in the
back and every joint and muscle is stiff

Annie Blaisdell and daughter Cartook Thanksgiving dinner with her
niece, Mrs. Caddie Haskell, at North Sullivan.
Mrs.

rie

Remember

last

REACH.

Lord, of Brooksville,

&&fimifaan£nifc

L

has gone to Bar Harbor to
his daughter Doris, who is in the hos-

spring. Since that
faithfully cared for by

who died

time he bad been

mother.

»^f188 Mildred

S. R. Scammon and wife gave a delightful party Saturday evening in honor of
Miss Hester Clark.

i>ostoffice

family.

8EDUW1CK.

Thanksgiving day.

are

k».J Jaeh(1*y, called there by the illness
daughter. Miss Ethel Wight.
‘Nov. 23.
R
•

see

George W. Madison and wife were
guests of C. E. Dwelley and family

To relieve rheumatism Scotfs
Emulsion is a double help; it is
rich in blood-food; it imparts
strength to the functions and supplies the very oil-food that rheumatic conditions always need.
Scotfs Emulsion has a,
helped countless thousands
when other remedies failed.
No Alcohol Refute Substitute!.
AW

^tSIf

been
home for

has

a

John Hodgkins is at
Harbor for the winter.

slrout and wife, of Springfield,
ar* with
Mrs. Strout's parents, W.
trdwell and wife.

Miss Marion Wentworth, who has been
in Wesley, is home.

critical

Torrey

LAMOINE.

Pl- H. P. Long
lte week-t ud

ol

here with their parents.

general store here for several years,
and after his health failed, his business
carried on by his daughter. Miss
was
and

deer.

Mrs. John Tufta has
gone to Waltham,
for the mi inter.

Raymond Torrey, Misses Lida Smith and
Staples are spending Thanksgiving

Frederick Stanley, aged about seventy-

bom to

KAaT BLUEHJLL.
Arthur Fmerton shot a buck
Saturday.
Mr*. H. P.
Long went to Rockland

Mrs. Levi Joyce is ill of tonsilitis.
Mabel

son was

Harriman is still seriously ill.
was in Bangor on busi-

teaching

I

Mat.

School closed 1b districts 6 and 6 Nov.
25, tor two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Ansel

A

linages;

»tretucked to tear
toir* 1 uesasy

kod for ter

OTTER CREEK.

Cousins;

Btxtn. Mi— Ada Herrick; West Brookiin,
MusOrenUie Mason, of Bluehill; No. 7,

Oscar

T. M. Blaisdell
ness last week.

where

a suc-

tto winter

|

J. E. M.

ChelBea,
Miss Florence BlaiBdell, who
they have a large contract
at Townsend, Mass., is
for sewer work. They will return in the teaching
a short vacation.
spring and complete the State highway
Maas.,

Wednesday
Miss Winifred Lord has gone to Aucessful term taught by Miss Eunice
Cogwhere she has employment.
gins. Those perfect in attendance were gusta,
Anna U. Stinson is visiting
Henry and Elmer Linscott and May
h,r father,
Philip Stinson, after two years in CaliKitlredge.
ttta.c.
fornia.
Mr?. Adelaide Marks Jand Alisa Addie
CLester, son of I. N. Salisbury, jr., while
Fred Closson and son, of Bass
Mirk- have gone to Somerville, Mass. attempng to climb on a cart while it was
Harbor,
Prom there Miss Marks will go to New in motion, stumbled and caught his leg spent Thanksgiving with his father,
Tork to spend the winter. Mrs. Marks at the knee, the wheel running over it. George E. Closson.
Nov. 30.
C.
will spend me winter with her daughter, Fortunately the cart was unloaded, and
--The escaped w itb a badly bruised leg.
Mr». Coarle* Wakefli Id.
ATLANTIC.
Center Harbor

because the entire system
becomes permeated with
injurious acids.

EAST FRANKLIN.

Lillian Hartgrove is at work at
M. D. Cbatto’s.

his studies at the

Nov. 28.

wife.

John Walls, of Beech Hill, made a short
visit to bis mother, Mrs. Roland Carter
the first of the week on his way to Orono
resume

—

Woodworth’s parents, B. F. Jordan and

Dunn and wife, of Ellsworth,
spent Thanksgiving with his sister, Mrs.
Lizzie Bragdon.

to

judgment

—

has had employment on the State highway work the
past
four months, haB returned to Bar Harbor.
Donnie Woodworth, wife and son Harold, of Bar Harbor, are visiting Mrs.

Fred Copp, of
Bar Harbor, spent
Thanksgiving day with
their mother, MrB. Hannah
Copp.
Nov. 30.
Spec.

Howard

Hancock ss.—Ellsworth,
this 17th
of

Me., Nov. 17, 1914

day
November, 1914,
execution dated Nov. 3, 1914, issued
TAKEN
rendered
the

much missed.
He leaves a wife, one
Miss
daughter by a former marriage
Ruth Staples, one brother
Warren
Staples, and four sisters—Mrs. Cora Stockbridge, Mrs. Eatella Joyce, Mrs. Rens
Joyce and Mrs. Qraoe Johnson, all of this
place.

who

Lamoine to visit her sister, Mrs. Bernice
orchestra, Winterport.
The ladiea’ aid society of the Methodist Salisbury.
Shepherd Lela’nd and wife, of Hull’s
church will hold a
parcel-post sale at the
Cove, visited their uncle, Thompson Letown hall
Wednesday evening, Dec. 9.
land. recently.
Nov. 30.
Woodlocke.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Leonard Young has gone to Framingham, Maas., for employment.,v

STATlTorMAlNKr^^1

man, for many years going foreign voyages, his wife accompanying him a large
part of the time. Only one year ago they
settled in tbeir home here. He will be

moved his family to

has

lUflal Retires.

asbmwnutnta.

nesday when Capt. Willard Staples was
taken violently ill with neuralgia of the
heart, living bat a few hours.
Capt.
Staples had followed the sea since a young

TRENTON.
Frank Spratt spent last week in Bar
Harbor.

Anderson,

appreciated.

Isle laat wee!:.

ilberi

NEWS.

concert at the

much

About fifty gathered at
the home of teacher.
visiting Irving Candage
Thursday evening where
H-nry Estey
a social time was
spent. An original and Ellsworth.
visiting in appropriate poem by Mr».
Candage was
Peter

i. home.

„

COUNTY

ho has been

w

Hcl„i Mayo,

bas

children
praise for the creditable
m«m*r in which their
parts were rendered.
deserve

visiting their

arc

Ho°P«.

ThankBdlvIng
ehT,^r
church I"
Sunday evening. The
*

HKOOKLdN.
kill K»n*
sod
H g K,n.’

J‘ H-

returned home.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss. November 19, 1914.
this nineteenth day of November,
A
1914. on execution dated October 28, 1914,
issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court for the county
of
Penobscot, at a term thereof begun and held
on the first Tue-day of October,
1914, to wit,
October 20, 1914, in favor of Webster F.
Chute, of Holden, in said county of Penobscot, against Merrill P. Turner, of Bluehi 1, in
said county of Hancock, for four hundred and
thirty six dollars and live cents
and ten dollars and sixty-five cents damage,
costs of
will be sold at public auction at the
£u*Vand
Sheriff’s office in Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, to the highest bidder, on the
twenty-sixth day of December, 1914, at ten
o'clock in the foreneon, the
following described real estate, and all the
right, title
and interest which the said Merrill P. Turner
has and had in aDd to the same on the
eighteenth day of July, 1914*. the time when
the same was attached on the writ in
the
same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of
land, situated in
111 the COunty of Hancock and State
of Maine, bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning on the easterly side of the highway
leading from the Ingalls schcolbouse socalled to Marks corner, at the northwest corner of Charles A.
Conary’s land; thence north
78u east
eighty rods to corner bounds: thence
northerly by land of C. A. Conary and C. E.
Billings following the pasture fence about
ninety-eight rods to land of Vespasian Conary; thence westerly about eight rods to corner bounds: thence
by land of Vespasian
Conary north 47° west to a spring and corner
bounds: thence southwesterly on line of said
land
Conary’s
fifty-two rods to corner of the
fence; thence southeasterly by the fence
forty rods to corner; thence westerly by the
fence twenty-two rods to corner; thence
north 89° west
ten rods to the highway:
thence southerly by the highway
forty-five
rods to place of beginning.
F. O. Silsby,
Sheriff.
|
County

op

rpAKEN

on
on a

by

supreme judicial
court, for the county of Hancock, at the term
thereof begun and held on the second Tuesof
to
wit:
on
the 27th day of
October,
day
October, 1914, in favor of Horace F. Wescott,
of Ellsworth, in said county of Hanoock. and
State of Maine, against Alexander J. Weaver,
of Ellsworth, in said
county and State, for
two hundred eighty-four dollars and ten
cents ($284.10), debt or damage, and fourteen
dollars and five cents ($14.06), costs of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Wm. E. Whiting, in said Ellsworth,
to the highest bidder, on the 22d day of December, 1914, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
the following-described real estate and all
the right, title and interest which the said
Alexander J. W'eaver has and had in and to
the s$me on the 26th day of March, 1914, at
2h. 63m. p. m., the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, and bounded and described
as follows, viz.:
Beginning on the south side
of the county road at a stake ten rods east
from a fence, formerly of Charles T. Norton;
thence running easterly on said road, one
hundred and nineteen (119) rods to a stake,
twenty (20) rods west from land formerly
owned by F. M. Watts; th°nce south nineteen (19; degrees east and parallel to said
Watts’ line at twenty (20) rods distance therefrom, two hundred and forty (240) rods;
thence north eighty-five and one half (86^)
degrees east and Parallel to land formerly
owned by W. H. Black, and sixteen (18) rod*
distance therefrom to land formerly of
Thomas N. Hart; thence northerly on said
Hart’B line to land formerly of Ool. John
Black; thence northeasterly, northwesterly
and southeasterly on said Black’s line to land
of the late D. 8. Beal; thence on said Beal’s
line to land now or formerly of A. H. Bellatty; thence on said Bellatty’s line twelve
(12) rods; thence north nineteen (19) degrees
west
fifty-five (56) rods to place of beginning,
containing one hundred and thirty (130) acres,
more or 1« ss.
Excepting and reserving herefrom a lot sold
to the Maine Central Railroad Company, by
deed dated Dec. 7, 1889 and recorded in the
Registry of Deeds for Hancock county book
224. na(re 49.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
in Eden, in the county of Hancock and State
of Maine, and bounded and described as
follows, viz.:
Beginning at the southeast
corner of land now or formerly of Tobias L.
Roberts, on the west side of Cromwell’s Harbor road; thence southerly by said road five
rods more or less, to First South street, a
point 25 feet northerly from the northeast
corner bound of land nolv or formerly of
James
Richards on
said street; thence
westerly by the north side of said street as it
existed on January 10,1880, six (6) rods more
or less to a stone
post; thence northerly,
parallel to first mentioned line five (ft) roda
more or less to the south line of land now or
formerly of said Tobias L. Roberts; thence
easterly following said south line of said land
now or formerly of said Roberts, six (6) rods
more or less, to the first mentioned bound,
containing thirty (30) square rods more or
less.
Being all and the same premises which were
conveyed to Alexander J. Weaver by Henry
A. Lawford by deed dated June 10, 1905, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for Hancock
county, book 422, page 51, to which deed and
record thereof reference may be had for a
more particular description of the premises
—

hereby conveyed.

F. O. Silsby,
Sheriff.

gHKRirp,8 SALE
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
on execution wherein Berry, Dodge
X Co., of Boston, county of Suffolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is plaintiff and
Ester M. Pio, of Ellsworth, county of Hancock, State of Maine, is defendant, and will
be sold by public auction, on the 28th\day of
December a. d. 1914, at three o’clock in the
afternoon, at the office of Edmond J. Walsh,
in said Ellsworth, in said countv, all the right
in equity which said Ester M. Pio, of said
Elsworth, in said county of Hancock, has or
bad on the 20th day of July, a. d. 1914, to redeem the following described mortgaged real
estate, situated in said EllBwortb, in said
county of Hancock, to wit: a certain lot or
of land with the buildings thereon,
parcel
bounded and described as follows, viz
Beginning on Fourth street at the northwest corner of the Hardwood Factory lot, socalled; thence southerly on the westerly line
of the Hardwood Factory lot eight rods;
thence westerly and
parallel with said
Fourth Street five rods; tnence northerly and
parallel with the first mentioned line eight
rods to said Fourth Street; thence easterly on
said Fourth Street to the place of beginning,
containing forty square rods, more or less,
and being the same premises conveyed to
the said Ester M. Pio by deed from John T.
Higgins, dated the twenty-third day of
April, a. d. 1913, and recorded in vol. 497,
page 283, of the registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by said Ester M. Pio to Wellington
Haslam, of Ellsworth, in said county and
State, and recorded in the registry of deeds,
book 506, page 366, on which is said to be due
about one hundred dollars.
F. O. Silsby.
Sheriff.
at
Dated
Ellsworth, Maine, November 18, a.
d. 1914.
County

of

rpAKEN

OK FOHFALO-URE.
A. Somes, administrator of the
of John W.
Somes, late of
Mount Desert, deceased, aDd Melville L.
Mount Desert,
Allen, both of the town 01
Hancock county, Maine, hereby give notice
that we have a claim by mortg u e upon the
following personal property, viz.: All the
furniture cf every name and nature, including beds, bedding, chairs of all kinds, tables,
stoves, dishes, brie a-brae, etc. in the house
owned by William 8. B. Cram, situated at
Southwest Harbor, Hancock county, Maine.
Said mortgage is from William 8. B. Cram,
of Boston, county of Suffolk, commonwealth
of Massachusetts, to the said John W. Somes
and Melville L. Allen, is dated January 11,
1911, and recorded January 13, 1911, in the
office of the clerk of the town of Southwest
Harbor. Maine, in book 1, page 280,
The conditions of said mortgage have been
and are broken, and by reason whereof we
claim foreclosure of the same and give this
notice lor that purpose as by law provided.
John A. Somes, administrator of
the estate of John W. Somes.
Melville L Allen.
Mt. Desert, Maine, Nov. 16, 1914.

NOTICK

TITE, John

W

estate

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
TYLER H. STANLEY, late of CRANBERRY

THE

ISLES.

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased'
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are
requested to
make payment immediately.
George R. Hadlock.
Islesford, Me., Nov. 12, 1914.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventeenth dav of November, a d. 1914.
being an
adjourned session of the November a. d.
1914 term of said court.
following matters having been preX
seuted fo:-the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereoy ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all
persons intereated, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
iisworth American a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said
county, that they may
appear at probate court to be held at Ellaworth in said county, on the
eighth day of
December, a. d. 1914, at ten of the clock in the
a°d be heard thereon
they see

^pHE

gublibhed

cause000’

John T. Miller, late of
Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Nellie I
Ridlon. executiix of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the
inheritance
tax upon said estate
by determined byJ the
judge of probate.
Mary Gadwalader Mitchell, late of PhiladelDhia, Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition filed
by Richard M. Gadwalader, one of the execthe la8t Wl11 and testament and
codicil thereto of said deceased, that the inheriUince tax upon said estate be determined
by the judge of probate.
George S. Bowdoin, late of the city, county
of New York, deceased. Petition
filed 8tat?
by Temple Bowdoin. one of the executors of the last will and testament
and codicil
thereto of said deceased, that the
inheritance
tax upon said estate be
determined by the
judge of probate.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said
Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:— T- F. Mahoney, Register.

Ut5?8-,°/.

2fd

Sixteen ounces of performance to
every
pound of promise in the advertisements
o/ THE AMERICAN.

ferings of

this sale

can

<1 ibfTtiocmnu*.

fetacrttcrmratt.

WirMwiiw.

|

be mentioned

here. You’ll see many items not advertised here that will rival the ones

11

It will pay to come miles
■1

^

—1

"

—
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P

t

t

to this wonderful sale.
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Greatest CLOTHING SALE
We

Knew

Ever

Ellsworth

going to have the most wonderful price reduction sale ever held in this city at this time of
Right now with the coldest weather to come you can buy at this store new, up-to-date Cloth-

are

year.

ing and Furnishings at a great Sacrifice in Price.

REMEMBER, SALE OPENS FRIDAY. DECEMBER 4, AT 12 O’CLOCK NOON
Hen’s Trousers.

Clothing.
$12

Men’s Overcoats

$15 Men’s Overcoats,

$8.98
$10.98

now,

now,

50 Small sizes Men’s Overcoats every

$12

one a

$12 Coat,

Men’s

Suits,

^

**

$2.50 Men’s Pants, heavy weight and
all wool, now
A

||o

$15 Men’s Suits,

Caps,

50c and 75c now,

Boys’ $5.00

Mackinaw

Hose,

Men’s 25c

$3.95

Coats,

Men's 50c Wool

Men’s 15c Canvas

4.95

If

Men’s $7.50 Mackinaw Coats,

Hose,

23c
36c

1

j
8c I
15c |
$1.98

Gloves,

Suspenders,

Men’s $3.00

!

98c

Men’s $1.50 Blue Flannel Shirts,

98c
19c

Special value Men’s Pants,

Men’s Winter

$8.98 |
$11.90 I

gj|

Men’s 35c Wool

Guyer Hats,

Fifteen Days of the GREATEST SALE that You Ever Attended

Parker Clothing Company,

Ellsworth, Me.

-

COUNTY NEWS

Hints For Christmas

BLUE HILL.
Frank P. Merrill is
Boston.

on a

business trip to

Miss Margaret Hinckley is at home
Mt. Vernon, where she been teach-

from

ing.
Basil Barrett, a student at U. of M.,
spent a few days last week with his parents, Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife.
Miss Jennie Grindle, an instructor in

high school
Thanksgiving with
the

at
her

Jonesport, spent
sister, Mrs. P. B.

Snow.

The senior class of the academy will prefour-act drama, “Fisherman’s
Luck,” at the grange ball, North Bluehlll,
| Friday evening, Dec. 4.
j Wallace Saunders is visiting bis father,
! Lewis Saunders, for a short stay.
Mr.
Saunders has spent the past few years in
Minnesota.

j

CHILD’S SF.T—For each child’s set desired send 6 coujions, 66c cents

Our illustrated list of premiums will help
give as presents. Send for this list to-day and

you decide what you would like to
see how easy it is to obtain one or

pieces of silver. Our motto is “Quality and Good Value”. Coupons are
packed in our Ilatchet Brand Cream Tartar, Spices, Soda, Salts and Extracts. As
we guarantee all our premiums to be as represented, they may be returned at once
If your grocer doe6 not carry
if not satisfactory, and we refund amount received.
this line, let us know, and wre w ill take measures to see that you are supplied.

more

sent the

A full attendance of the members of the
R. C. is requested at the meeting on

W.

next

The Twitchell

5, as

the annual elec-

library,

and

was

one

of its

of

J.
of
in

early

; officers. This gift of twenty-five books
is greatly appreciated by the members of

Champlin Company,

PORTLAND,

Dec.

officers will be held at that time.

The ladies’ social library is in receipt
| its annual gift of books from Mrs. Cora
and Miss Maud A. Dodge, in memory
their mother, who was much interested
the

=

Saturday,

; tion of

the

MAINE.

library.

public speaking has been
introduced at the academy this year.
This course is a required course for the
A

course

in

during the fall term, for the
sophomores during the winter term, and
freshmen

>

Very Special at the New York Syndicate
Store, 118 Main St., Bangor, Me.

LaGrippe

|

THE

DEADLY WEAKENER.

LaGrippe

|I
•

Men’s $5 and $6 Mackinaws in brown
gray plaid,
are specially heavy

plaid

§

These

[

Men’s $8 Mackinaw's, all wool,
gray. In this sale,

in

red,

blue

83.48 i
good length

and

But the weakness, lassitude and loss
! of appetite induced by it leave the
I system easy prey to the ravages of
other ills.

“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is

failing remedy

and

mackinaws with the shawl collar and

•

is seldom fatal.

!

BIG SALE of MEN’S and BOYS’
MACKINAWS

in itself

§
5

84.98 g

an un-

these dangerous
after-effects. It tones up the entire
system, builds up the appetite and restores strength.
for

Mrs.
Croxford’s
whole story:
Carmel, Maine:

letter

tells

the

“I was very poorly after an attack
i of La
Grippe. A friend recommended
T*. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine and I got
• Goods shipped anywhere in the -tate by parcel post, with the privilege of g a bottle.
It has done me lots of good.
8
returning the same if not satisfactory.
I shall always keep it on hand.”
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Oroxford.
Ward off LaGrippe with “L. F.M
Big S5 Cent Bottle at Dealer’s.
FREE Trial Sample by Mail.
Maine’s Biggest Cut-Price Store.
“L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland,

Boys’

$5 and $6 Mackinaws, ages 8 to 19,

83.98

I Hi New M Syndicate, 118 Main St, Bancor. I

Me.

juniors during

for the

requirement

spring

the

It consists of three lectures

a

home,

at

hit cousin. Miss Clarissa John-

a

WEST TREMONT.
ing for him.
Mm Myra Oott is at borne from ProsCards have been received announcing
pect.
the marriage of Lila Agnes Patten and
Herbert Alonzo Moody at Augusta, Nov. ! Llewellyn Rlcb, who ban been employed
19.
Mrs. Moody is the daughter of George at Prospect, is home.
G. Patten. All good wishes are extended j
Mr. and Mrs. Loots Homer are receiving
to Mr. and Mrs. Moody, who will be at
congratulations on tbe birth of a sod,
home in Augusta, after Jan. 1, at 7 Scott
born Nov. 29.
street.

entertained
on
W. B. Eatabrook and
Thanksgiving
wife, whose guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Moody; Morton Crann and wife,
who entertained their entire family of
Among

those

who

were

throe daughters, two sons and all the
grandchildren but one; Elwood Wilbur,
who was at the U. of M.; B. C. Baker and
wife, and Everard Noyes and wife.

Dec.

1.__

H.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

a

Miss Eva Gray ia at Mountainville.
Charles Gray ia having a cellar dug for
house.

Miss Agnes Greenlaw ia visiting Mrs.
Charlena Lowe.

Cap!. Collins Powers went to New York
last Thursday.
Mrs. James Jordan is with her daughter,
Kalph Gray.
Prank E. Hardy, jr., and family are visiting his parents, P. E. Hardy and wife.
Mrs.

Those who left last Monday were Kay
and wife and Miss Grace Lowe,
for Portland; Miss Ethel Uaekell, for
Kockland, and Miss Kuth Powers, for
Hock port.
Nov. 30.
H.
Lowe

term.

week and

WEST EDEN.

a

that each member of the class

The primary

high schools closed
for the Thanksgiving

and

selection and deliver it at the Wednesday noon
The freshmen will de- ! recess.
liver their selections on Thursday afterMrs. Ida Kich, who has been in Bar
noon, Dec. 3, before the members of the Harbor the past season, is home for the
school and three judges. The judges will winter.
select three men and three women to deMiss Muriel Tripp, a student in the Bar
I
| liver their seelections again in the town Harbor high school, spent the ThanksA cordial
hall on Tuesday evening,Dec. 8.
giving recess with her mother, Mrs. L. K.
, invitation is extended to the public to be
chose

a

close of the term.

present.
Nov.

j COUNTY NEWS.

graduate nurse of the New York
Presbyterian hospital, is at home and car- ;

son,

j Tripp.

Miss Leola Rumill spent ber Thanksrecess with
her parent*, L. W.
Rumill and arils.

giving

Raymond Robbins came home Nov. 28.
He bas been at work in Portland on the
Casco Bay steamer.
Mrs. Hadie Eye is home from Bouton,
been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. George Melcber.

where abe bas

Capt. William F. Murphy came home
Nov. 25, having had bis vessel, the William
Mason, hauled up In Portland Itm mala.
Waiter 8. Lunt, cams borne Nov
Byron Carter, of Soulbwe«t lErbor,
visited bis niece, Mrs. Charles 1'. lent.
Thanksgiving. Her daughter Mr-. Earle
snd
Farley, and little Ariel, of Treii> :.
Mrs. Merle Farley snd hove, iiulsnd,
Kelsey snd Kenneth, of this i>i» >.**••
also her

guests.
Homill and daughter, Lurline sad Theoline, of Beal Cove, >{*»■
Hu inlay with her mother, Mrs. Emma AHeed. Mrs. Hollis Reed and family, of
Mrs. Arthur

were also guests of Mrs. Heed.
Mias Resale Reed, who works for her
brother Hollis, spent Sunday at home.
W. H. Cunt loat bis boat « mast

McKinley,

Capt.

Satgetting his drag while out scalloping
the
urday The strain of the drag parted
bobtlaya, and both bowsprit and
*at'
went over the stern, smashing the
U
and hitting both Capt l.unt and \t dder
Robbins.
Lunte head was cut quite

m>sj

Capt.

badly.
Nov. 30.

__TBEUUCOREA.

Roy Seofleld

is

having

a

new

house

built.
The ladies’ aid society gave a chicken
the Baptist church, Nov.

supper at

Luzetta and Thelma Swazey went
Proceeds, |16.
Prospect Harbor last week to spend
Mrs. Ralph Btewart, with two children
EAST SULLIVAN.
Thanksgiving with their grandparents, has
her 11101 e *
gone to Marisville to visit
Orrin Hayward and wife.
A. T. Hill and Miss Helen Hill were |
Mrs. George Carr.
Nov. 30.
M.
guests of their brother Elwood in Bar
Marcellua Tracy and Levi Campbell,
su
Harbor Thanksgiving.
Hil
l
BEECH
who have been living here the past
Marcus Richards, of Bar Harbor, was
Mrs. Everett Blanchard and son Hazen mer, have moved back to Gouldaboro.
the guest of Mrs. Julia Dyer and Frank
Nov. HO.
spent a few days recently with Mrs. Lewis
______
Johnson over Thanksgiving.
Beads in Bar Harbor.
HALL QUARRY.
Harvey W. Dunbar is getting ready for
John W. Carter and Miss Alice Mason
Orindle
the winter's lumbering. Mr. Dunbar has have returned
William Dan by it visit iDg Cage
to Orono, after spending
built a large addition to the barn at
and
wife.
Thanksgiving at home.
wif® ®PfD
Colonial farm, and has a crew of men
Nov. 30.
William Richardson and his
I.wtw
clearing pasture land for mowing fields.
Bunday with friends here.
tn
FRANKLIN.
Fred Johnson is at home from the
Edward Hiligrove has returned
There will be a grand ball and
have a
Presque Isle hospital. Mr. Johnson bad a
supper Rockland, where he went to
He ; at the town halt Tuesday
serious time from blood poisoning.
evening, Dec. 8. eer removed from hi» lip.
BB1
was able
to leave the hospital for hie | Monaghan’s orchestra, four pieces.
Nov. 30.

30._H.

Misses

to

